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ABSTRACT 
The present study is an attempt to provide more than correlative 
evidence that brain rhythms actively influer-ce the perception of 
temporal. duration. Brain rhythms were mani!,mlated using inter-
mittent photic and auditory stimulation. EEG recordings during 
experimental trials demonstrate the effects of these manipulations 
during production of a ten seoondduration. Various patterns of 
synchrony and a~ynchrony in brain activity can be produced by 
pairing frequencies of afferent activity With a subject's 
under~ing. spontaneous activity. Changes also occur over time 
in the experimental setting. This latter change may be due to 
changes in arousal or activation level. 
Subjects produced a time interval under varying conditions 
of intermittent and steady stimulation over forty-five trials. 
The results showed that times lengthen over sequential trials, 
and that there is an additional lengthening effect when the 
pattern of cor.tical activity is synchronous. 
It is concluded that the pattern of cortical activity 
as evidenced in an EEG record has a significant effect on the 
perception of time. A model of the physiological systems active 
in such activity is suggested. 
INTRODUCTION 2 
The presence of rhythmical elec.trical activity of the brain has been 
known since Hans Berger first published his findings of the newly dis-
ccve~d alpha rhythms in 1929. In the thirty-nine years since that time, 
attempts have been made to identify both the structural basis and func-
tional significance of. these brain rhythms. Researchers concerned with 
anatomical and -physiological aspec-ts seem -now to be in general agree-
ment as to the .general nature of the activities of the human cortex. 
(Mundlf-Castle, 1952; Ellingson, 1956). The same cannot be said for those 
more .concerned with -func.tional considerations. In apparent exception 
I 
to t~is statement EEG-data have been successfully applied in the diag-
nos'is of epilepsy, and in the analysis of sleep and alertness. Models 
.have been proposed in an a~tempt to bridge the physiology-psychology 
gap, and to relate the saJ....ient physiological entities to such psycho-
logical variables as perception, conditioning, and memory (Walter, 
1949; W~ener, 1948; Pitts and McCulloch, 1947; McReynolds 1953; Stroud, 
1954, Triesman, 1964). These models identify the alpha rhythm as a 
scanning device, or pacemaker, analogous to a radar or television scan-
ner. On each scan, the cortex is searched for information contained 
therein, and a temporal-to-spatial transduction is effected. Of the 
above me~tioned models only Triesman's is directly applied to a psy-
chological variable, that of time perception. Although attempts have 
been made to test these models, they have been rare, and findings have 
been generally inconclusive. 
Recently Harter (1967) has attempted to distinguish between scan-
ning models and cortical excitability models based on the scanty evi-
dence w~ich has been obtained in testing them. His conclusion makes 
it even more clear that whatever differences exist have not been 
studied conclusively enough to determine2whether they are one and 
the same, or entirely independent approaches. 
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Others (Darrow, 1947; Ellingson, 1956; Mundy-Castle, 1953; Werre, 
1957) have attempted to correlate personality variables with brain 
rhythms. Sisson and Ellingson (1955) and Werre (1957) have reviewed 
this literature and concluded that findings suggest no significant 
correlation between personality dimensions and these rhythms. 
Anatomically oriented approaches have been more fruitful. Much 
research has arisen out of the attempt to identify the source of brain 
rhythms, and, while reviewers (Ellingson, 1956; Mlli~dy-Castle, 1958; 
Werre, 1957; and Walter, 1959) have reported the lack of definite proof 
of origin, all seem to agree that a general state of agreement as to 
the sources of these rhythms exists among those most actively engaged 
in this approach. Since no significant new information seems to have 
changed that .~greement, and since the physiological studies have been 
reviewed (Mundy-Castle, 1958; Ellingson, 1956; and Werre, 1957), the 
agreed upon findings will be presented here. 
The Alpha Rhythm 
With the organism at rest, reclining, but awake, spontaneous 
rhythmical electrical activity of 8-13 cpsl 50-150 microvolts can be 
recorded from the scalp or, at an amplitude 10 times as great, from the 
cortex of human beings. Thiq activity is functionally independent of 
activity evoked by specific sti~ulation (Walter, 1959). It is most 
likely that the activity recorded ms due to the synchronous potential 
variations of dendritic origin (Li and Jasper, 1953; Li, McLennan 
and Jasper, 1952; Chang, 1959). Bartley (1933) and Lindsley (1952) 
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have emphasized that a distinction should be made between alpha activity 
and alpha rhythms. Alpha activity represents rhythmical electrical 
activity in single units, alpha rhythms are what is recorded when a 
number o~ these units ~ire synchronously. The presence or lack o~ 
synchrony is an i~portant consiqeration when there is concern With 
individual di~~erences in alpha rhythms. 
That t.b.gger:::bhythms disappear ~rom EEG records when the organism 
sleeps, suggests that input to the ~unctional system ~rom one o~ the 
arousal systems (Routtenberg, 1966, 1968), the cortex, or the speci~ic 
thalamic proj~ction system is necessary ~or its continued activity. 
However even with an awak~ organism, the alpha rhythm may seem to 
disappear ~rom the record at times. 
Alpha Blocking, Activation, and Attention 
I 
It has been shown that with stimulation originating at either the 
receptor or the cortex, a~pha rhythms appear to be replaced by rapid, 
low voltage activity in EEG recordings, This pattern has been called 
activation and arousal. It has peen conclusively demonstrated by Brazier 
(1957) and others (Mundy-Cast~e, 1958; Ellingson, 1956) that alpha activ-
ity is still present in records o~ activation or arousal. Brazier, using 
an automatic ~requency analyser, and computer analysis, has produced 
power spectrum analyses which de~initely show that alpha activity is still 
present when a visual analysis o~ the EEG writeout does not show it. 
Apparently, rhythmical electrical activity due to inputs to the cortex 
~rom speci~ic projection systems, reticular systems~ thalamic systems, 
and that due to intra-corttcal activity masks t~e alpha activity in the 
EEG paper writeout. In addition alpha activity may be algebraically 
summed with other activity. It can also be in~erred ~rom Brazier's data 
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either that the number of units with alpha activity pas decreased or 
that the synchrony of these units has been disrupted. 
It is also true that a consensus (Mundy-Castle, 1958; Samuels, 1959) 
exists concerning the interaction of the brain stem reticular activating 
system, the diffuse thalamic projection system, and the specific 
thalamic projection system. The interaction of the brain stem reticu-
lar system and the thalamic system serves as a switch for attention, with 
the thalamic component acting differentially in the area of the cortex 
sp~cifically concerned with the source of stimulation. It is undoubtedly 
true that whatever aspect of the responses of these systems performs ,this 
function, their activity is a part of any cortical record. 
It is also a~reed (Samuels, 1959) that shifts in attention are con-
trolled by motivational variables associated with the stimulus. Routten-
berg1s (1966, 1968) proposal of a second arousal system located in lim-
bic circuitty provides a possible locus for that function. 
In addition to the activity in the systems just discussed, more 
specific findings point to the complexity of recordable activity in the 
cortex. Much information has been made available through the use of 
temporal patterns of stimulation. These patterns have typically been 
either photic, applied to the eye, or electrical, applied at some point 
along the optic pathway. Since the effects of these stimuli have been 
shown to be similar (Bartley and Bishop, 1933), responses to external 
stimuli Wil!4: be .focused upon. 
The relevant aspect of responses to single light flashes is after-
dischar~e se~uences. After-discharge se~uences refer to the rhythmical 
potential changes which follow a single stimulus applied either at the 
re~ptor or at some point in the optic pathways. These after-discharges 
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(Bishop, 1957; Chang, 1959; Brazier, 1962), when averaged over many re~ 
sponses, fluctuate at approximately the alpha rate, i.e. 10 cps. They 
are thought to be of thalamic origin, and probably occur due to cortico-
thalamic reverberation (Chang, 1959). 
Several authors (Boynton, 1961; Bremer, 1959; Kolers and Ros-
ner, 1960 ;. Gas taut, Gas taut, Roger and Corriol, 1951; Lindsley, 1952; 
. . 
Chang, 1950; Bartley and Bishop, 1933) have shown that the second of two 
flashes is influenced by the first if it occuxs 1rlthin approximately 100 
msec. of it, the influence being ·that the response to the second flash 
is reduced in magnitude. This finding seems to be related to the con-
cept of cortical excitability as suggested by·Bartley and Bishop (1933) 
and Lindsley. (1952). 
Dempsey and Morrison (1942a, 1942b) showed that with repetitive 
stimulation between 5 and 15 cps. electrical cortical responses grew 
in amplitude between the second and fifth or sixth shock in the series. 
This they called the recruiting response. These responses were sometimes 
gr~ater than the one millivolt level, and could be found in many locations 
on the cortical surface. Recruitment was most efficient at rates near 
the alpha range, and led Dempsey and Morrison to conclude that the span-
taneous cortical rhythms are reverberating cortico-thalamic circuits. 
Th;i.s has been disproven by Jasper and his co-workers (L:i., McLennan, and 
Jasper, 1952; Li and Jasper, 195 3;. Jasper, Naquet and King, 1955) • 
It does, however, appear that the recruitment response to repetitive 
s.timulation of the dorsa-medial thalamus is related to the after-discharges 
mentioned above (Mundy-Castle, 1958). That these two phenomena may be 
occurring in the same cortico-thalamic circuits suggests that an increas-
ingly greater number of units are being brought into play due to the 
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summation of activity in the reverberating loop with inputs from the 
specific afferent pathways. The temporal nature of this relationship 
has tempted many to assume that this cortico-thalamic circuit is the 
source of the alpha rhythm. What seems more likely from the work of Jas-
per and his associates is that the system may play a role in synchron-
izing alpha activity, but that it is not the alpha rhYthm itself. 
Relationships Between Evoked and Spontaneous ~hythms 
. . 
The evidence just presented suggests that important temporal rela-
tionships exist between potentials of a spontaneous nature, and those 
due to activity in evoking systems. Several authors have been inter-
ested in the rhythmical nature of these potentials. 
S~nce the early studies of Bartley and Bishop (1933) and Adrian 
and Mathews (1934) it has been known that the cortex will respond to 
intermittent photic stimulation within limited ranges (usually 3~25 cps). 
The potentials thus ~ecorded are of the evoked variety. Brazier (1957) 
PaS shown that during driving at rates other than the alpha rhythm of a 
subject, the alpha component remains a part of the record, and the evok-
ing rhythm and its harmonic and/or sub-harmonic will also be present. 
With driving at. the subject's alpha rhythm, or in phase with the harmonic 
or sub-harmonic of the alpha rhythm, there is an increase in the ampli-
tude of the recorded rhythm at the alpha rate. This is thought to be 
because mor~ units are then in syncvxony with the alpha activity already 
existing in the cortex. 
It should be mentioned that this- experimental environment, i. e., 
flickering light, is one which ordinarily will produce an activation 
pattern. Once again the EEG writeout shows mainly the synchronized 
brain rhythms, though a faster lower voltage activity is still present. 
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Also when a subject is stimulated by intermi.ttent photic inputs, at other 
than rates which synchronize with the ongoing· spontaneous rhythm, the 
typical ink-paper record of the EEG appears ve:~ much like the asynchron-
ous, low voltage activation pattern. The Lmplication here is that in 
this case, without frequency analysis it is impossible to be clear as 
to just what the ·characteristics of a particular EEG record are. 
' . 
The Kinds of Individual Response Patterns of Cortical Cells to Light 
Flashes 
Jung (1959) has shown the presence of five different kinds of single 
unit responses in microelectrode examinations of cat visual cortices. 
He has among these found a cell type which responds in a regular fashion 
at between 10 and 50 cps. It seems not to be influenced by stimulation 
from external sources. Even though this may be evidence for a pacemaker 
cell, the relevance' of Jung's data to the present study·would be in the 
summation of activity which these various cell types produce in systems 
concerned with either spontaneous or evoked potentials. Since Jung does 
not consider such summation, reduction beyond this level lacks meaning 
in the present context. 
Summated Cortical Activity 
Based on these generally agreed upon notions Mundy-Castle (1958) 
suggests that it is time psychologists became interested in the relation-
ship between spontaneous and evoked systems. White (1963), however, 
in ~is studies of temporal numerosity suggests that when dealing with 
perceptual phenomena, one ought to keep alpha rhythms out of any pri-
mary hypothesis. White seems to be dissatisfied with such means of corti-
cal manipulation as temperature change (Hoagland, 1966) or drug admin-
istration (Goldstone, Boa~dman, and Lhamon, 1958). However, careful 
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administration o~ intermittent sensory sti~ulation in conjunction with 
appropriate recording and analysis seems a ~egitimate way to manipulate 
the state o~ the cortex in a controlled m&~ner. Though evoked poten-
tials and spontaneous activity affect common anatomical units at some 
point, Brazier's (1959) analysis shows that the relative rates and 
amounts o~ activity due to the separate ~unctional systems may be 
' . 
extracted ~rom the data. 
It should be mentioned here how these ~indings change the way in 
which EEG records can be analyzed. In the past, be~ore tecP~iques ~or 
computer analysis were available, an experimenter or examiner had only 
the ink-paper writeout o~ a subject's or patient's EEG ~or analysis. He 
could, with a trained eye, identify certain ranges o~ cortical activities, 
or ~ind abnormal temporal patterns by simply "reading" the record. He 
also supposed that when the subject was aroused, low voltage, ~ast, 
asynchronous activity prevailed and the alpha rhythm was absent ~rom the 
record. This was and is known as alpha blocking, though in light o~ 
recent ~indings perhaps erroneously. Even With the advent o~ ~requency 
spectrum analysis, arousal still looks like the replacement o~ alpha 
rhythms with an activation pattern, but this ~orm o~ analysis makes it 
evident that the pattern is more complex than previously suspected. The 
alpha activity persists but there is also other activity including spon-
taneous and evoked activity, the summated e~~ect o~ these components, 
and the in~luence o~ the reticular systems. In addition to these par-
tially understood components other constituents not as yet clearly under-
stood, may be i~luenced. 
Lengthening in Time Perception 
The neurophysiological evidence ~or complex summation o~ many neural 
I j 
j 
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systems and sub-systems has paralleled a:n attempt to apply these find-
ings to pSychological ~ariables. Among these applications have been 
attempts to describe lengthening in time est~mation studies as correlated 
with~rain states. 
Bullock (1959, 1961) has suggested a decision making model based 
. ' 
upon an independent central pacemaker and feedback circuits. The pace-
maker serves as a triggering device for information to be used in decision 
processes. This model is reminiscent of theJscanning models discussed 
earlier. Triesman (1963) also presents a pacemaker model to explain 
findings on the perception of time. His model is most useful in the 
present context because he used it to explain the lengthening in the 
estimate of time intervals. Lengthening comes about due to a decrease 
in the influence exerted upon the pacemaker by an arousal system. 
Many time perception studies have identified lengthening. of time 
estimate.s. Since the terminology of time perception studies has not 
been standardized (Bindra and Waksberg, 19561) and since lengthening is 
represented differently according to .the method used (Clausen, 1950), 
all of the following discussion .will be made as though the production 
method were being used. In this method the subject produces a temporal 
interval at the request of the experimenter. Lengthening of estimates 
is defined as an increase in the length of the produced interval as a 
function of increasing number of trials. 
Triesman (1963) related lengthening to a decrease in arousal. 
1 ~indra and Waksberg have attempted to standarize the language of time 
perception •. UnfortunatelY. the terms themselves, e.g. underestimation, 
seem to lead to misunderstanding. These terms will not be used in 
this presentation. 
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Von Sturmer (1966) found lengthening to be re:ated to decreasing vigilance, 
and was able to shorten the production by c~~nging the visual or auditory 
environment. Brown and Hitchcock (1965) fo~Qd lengthening, but no dif-
ference between auditory and visual modes of presentation of stimuli. 
Eson and Kaffka (1952) found a lengthening effect over four trials which 
they considered to be improvement. A study by Falk and Bindra (1954) 
' ' 
using a longer series showed a linear trend for six blocks of five trials 
each, in which the estimates started shorter and ended longer than the 
verbally stated interval. Based on their findings there appeared to be 
no reason to call the ·lengthening in Eson ~~d Kaffka's study improve-
ment·. Falk and Bindra also found that stress, produced by fear of shock, 
shortened intervals produced. Stress was i~terpreted as an activating 
stimulus. Other authors have shown shortening of time estimates with 
activation. Kleber, Lhamon and Goldstone (1963) and Stern (1959) report 
shortening in hyperthyroid subjects. Stern also found lengthening in 
hypothyroid subjects and reports subjective differences in the arousal 
of the two groups. Goldstone, Boardman and Lhamon (1958) found similar 
lengthening and shortening in the predicted directions for ~uinal-
barb~tone, destro-amphetemine and placebo. Hoagland (1966) found 
longer time estimates in subjects under hyperthermic conditions. He 
used these data to suggest a metabolic pacemaker, based on the Arhennius 
e~uation, relating chemical velocity, to temperature, thus linking changes 
in brain activity to shortening of time estimates. Rashkis and Rashkis 
(1962) obtained data in support of Hoagland 1s hypothesis, but Bell and 
Provins (1963) failed to find significant changes with either body tem-
perature change or pulse rate, therefore casting doubt on the univer-
sality of the body temperature-time estimation relationship. Lockhart 
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(1967) has found changes in time estimates. related to ambient and body 
temperature which would be predicted by Hoaglund's model. Lockhart 
chooses to use Triesman's model to predict the changes based on change 
in the arousal syst~m. Cahoon (1967) presented data which showed the 
alpha frequency to be lower at high altitudes with a concomitant length-
ening in produced intervals of time. Since Brazier (1946) had attributed 
sloWing of ~pha waves to depression of cortical metabolism when deprived 
of oxygen, Cahoon chooses to account for his findings.using Hoaglund's 
mod~l. 
Others (Rosenzwieg and Koht, 1933; Langer, Wapner, and Werner, 
196~;. Raw.kes,,Joy, and Evans, 1961; and Thor, 1962) have found relations 
between increa~es in arousal indicators and the lengthening of time 
judgments. These studies reinforce the notion that the lengthening 
Which is often seen in studies of time production is due to a decreas-
ing influence of arousal during time in the experimental task. 
Evidence for a Relationship between a 100 msec. Period and Temporal 
Aspects of Behavior 
Implicit in the models proposing a scanning device.is the notion 
that the perceiving human organism organizes experience in temporal 
units of approximately 100 msec. which is the time of an average 
alpha rhythm cycle. ·The balance of evidence is not clearly in favor 
of such a scanning hypothesis. MacKay (1953) has discovered that 
patterns changing in size in synchrony with alpha cycles does not 
cause the predicted stroboscopic effect. This he concludes to be 
evidence against a scanning hypothesis. Also Horne and Hart (196o) 
found no correlation between either alpha frequency or alpha percent-
tim~ and perceptual thresholds for reporting five digit numbers. 
,.-------,---------~~~-~-~- ~~~-~ ~- ~-~-- - ~~-~~~-~ ~-- ~~ 
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Travis and Cofer (1937) found no relationship between brain 
potentials and either finger or toe tremor in 21 sUbjects. Also, 
Walsh (1952) could find no relationship between reaction time and 
phase or amplitude of alpha rhythms, though due to recording difficulties 
he was able to use data from only one of several subjects. O'Hare 
(1954) replicated Walsh's study with sixty subjects and additional 
, . 
parameters and found no relationship between brain rhythms and auditory 
or visual reaction time. Lansing (1957) was able to show a relationship 
between brain rhythms and tremor rhythms and reaction time. The 
shortest reaction times were instigated in the downward slope of the 
alpha cycle, the longest 50 msec. later in the cycle. Tremor in 
fingers as measured with a photocell was in phase with activity in the 
motpr cortex. These results led Lansing to suggest that a cortical 
excitability cycle was responsible for the differences. Callaway (1961) 
in an extension and improvement of Lansing's study, found significant 
relationships between alpha phase and reaction time to a visual 
flash. He found this relationship only in response to visual stimuli, 
and also found that the phase in which the reaction is instigated may 
change over time for any one individual. Others (Bates, 1950; 
Dustman and Beck, 1965; Kibbler, Bareham, and Richter, 1949; Kibbler 
and Richter, 1950; and Stetson and McDill, 1923) have shown motor 
reactions to be relatedto thephase of alpha rhythm. Tapping rates 
(Stetson and McDill, 1923; Mundy-Castle, 1955), speed of writing 
(Denier van der Gon, 1959), and tracking tasks (Augenstine, 1954; 
Vince, 1948) have all been positively correlated with phase of alpha 
rhythm. 
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As early as 1907, Dodge (1907) had identified a minimal perceptual 
threshold with tachistoscopic presentation to be one-tenth of' a second. 
Several ~uthors have found that the second of two responses to two 
flashes of' light is not maximal until 100 nsec. after the first flash 
(L~ndsley, 1952;. Bartley and Bishop, 1933; Boynton, 1961; Bremer, 1959; 
Gastaut, Gastaut, Roger, and Corriol, 1951; and Kolers and Rosner, 1960) • 
Of note here, Boynton specifically suggests that the finding may 
represent an example of stroud's (1954) g_uantization of time, the 
"moment". 
Monnier (1952) has presented a thorough study of the time 
parameters of photic stimulation in the neural milieu. He finds 
by subtraction of cortical response time, and motor reaction time, 
from total reaction time that 75: 5 msec. represents perceptual 
integration time. He notes in passing that other investigators 
have found longer times for perceptual integration, with an average 
close to 100 msec. Monnier has chosen his fastest times in his 
calculations which may explain his smaller value. 
: 
Murphree (1954), in a study designed to test nerve net theory, 
Pitts and McCulloch's name for what has been refered to earlier 
as scanning theory, hypothesized that the alpha rhythm limits form 
perception time and is the basis for a loss in temporal acuity in 
rapid successive form perception. He found that for subjects whose 
. . 
average alpha rates are one cycle every 98 msec., the simultaneity span 
was 95 msec. He also found that apparent motion was correlated with 
rate of alpha rhythm. 
Stern (in Woodworth, 1938, p. 696) found similar results when 
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presenting letters to make up words. Lichtenstein and White (1961) 
found that as long as all members of a series of dot patterns were 
presented within 100 msec., regardless of the o~der of presentation 
or the temporal spacing of the dots, pattern ~as perceived as simul-
taneous. White (1963) found that the maximum rate at which numeric 
counts of intermittent photic stimulation can be added is once ever~ . 
80 msec., with a larger percentage being at or over 100 msec. Wnite 
also indicates that perceptual rate is essentially the same in 
auditory, somesthetic and visual modalities when conditions are 
established to control for difference in peripheral receptor charac-
teristics. Peripheral differences may well be responsible for the 
·findings, of Goldstone, Boardman, and Lhamon (1959), Goldstone, 
Jernigan, Lhamon, and Boardman (1959), Goldfarb and Goldstone (1964), 
and Behar and Bevan (1961) that auditory durations are judged longer 
than visual durations. Neff (1959) in ablation studies, has shown 
that discrimination of auditory duration is, in fact, a cortical 
phenomenon, a simple but important research finding. 
Available evidence suggests that the time associated with one 
cycle of the alpha rhythm is related to both motor and perceptual 
variables. The relationship between cortical activity and lengthening 
in the production of time intervals has been discussed. One of the 
important temporal characteristics 6f cortical activity is the presence 
of rhythmicity in the independent spontaneous and evoking systems. 
Having shown the influence of cortical arousal on time perception 
it is important to consider the influence of cortical rhythmicity. 
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Time Perception and Rhythmical Activity 
Two studies have been reported which attempt to show a direct 
relationship between rhythmical brain activity and time perception 
(Nelson, Bartley, and Jordon, 1963; Holubar, 1960). Both of these 
studie~ are suggestive of a relationship, though neither is conclusive. 
Nelson, Bartley, and Jordon attempted to apply Bartley's , , 
Alternation of Response Theory to discrimination of duration. 
Using the reproduction method (Clausen, 1950) they found a shortening 
of reproduced intervals at 10 cps for 3 and 7 second intervals, but 
a lengthening when the intervals were .5 ru1d .9 seconds. In a second 
study, using .magnitude estimation of intervals between 1 and 5 seconds, 
longest estimates were found at 12 cps, and estimates at 30 cps were 
longer than those at 18 cps. No test of significance is provided. 
A replication of the latter study produced similar results with the 
exception of an even greater lengthening than a~ other yet found 
at 6 cps. From these studies Nelson, et al. concluded that conditions 
most likel~ to produce synchrony in the CNS lead to the longest 
durations, even though in the first study, a condition most likely 
to lead to synchrony produced the shortest duration. 
Holubar (1960) conditioned 15 subjects to produce a GSR deflection 
after thirty seconds. He then stimulated them at intermittent photic 
rates of 5, 7, 10, .14-15, and 20 cps. Under these conditions eleven 
of the original fifteen subjects no longer showed any GSR responses 
and were eliminated from further analysis. For the four remaining 
subjects, the mean estimate as indicated by GSR deflection was 
approximately 29 sec. with flicker of 5, 10, and 2Q cps, and approximately 
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15 sec. at 7 and 14-15 cps. He concluded ~-.~J.at the rates not; harmonizing 
With alpha rates are most effective in influencing time judgments 
although he did not actually measure the alpha frequency. Since 
frequencies longer and shorter than alpha have the same shortening 
effect, he suggests that photic driving at these harmonic rates 
produce similar effects on brain rhythms. The usual pacemaker has • · 
been put out of action, its place being,taken by another. It must 
be emphasized that frequency analysis of EEG records was not available. 
Also, as has already been noted, Brazier has shown that alpha activity 
remains even With flickering light at 7 and 14 cps. Caution must be 
used in assuming that the longer estimates found with rate at 5, 10, and 
20 cps are accurate estimates. All that ca~ be said based on results is 
that the estimates are longer. 
An alternative explanation for the shortening seen at rates which 
would be out of phase, or asynchronous, with the alpha rhythm would be 
that suggested by Nelson, et al. When there is a lack of synchrony 
between the evoked afferent activity and the spontaneous cortical 
activity, time productions will be shorter. If the studies showing 
time production shortening under arousal conditions are recast in the 
light of the studies of Nelson, et al., and Holubar, the significant 
variable for time estimation may be seen to be the presence in the 
cortex of synchrony or asynchrony among those functional entities which 
impose their activity upon the cortical activity seen in the EEG record. 
From the neurophysiological literature it has been shown that 
there are at least four kinds of activity converging at some point 
in the projection areas of the cortex. These four functional entities 
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are the spontaneous activity, the specific-evoked activity entering 
ove·r specific thalamic projection systems' the general arousal state 
as controlled through the interaction of the brain stem reticular 
activating system, and including the diffuse thalamic projection 
system, and the limbic arousal system. 
While the majority of studies of evoked potentials and driving 
. , 
of brain rhythms have been done using intermitte~t photic stimulation, 
if the important variable is the relationship in the neural milieu, 
then it should be equally possible to produce the state of cortical 
activity through other sensory modalities. Several authors (Steriade 
and Demetrescu, 1962; Neher, 1961; Goldman, 1952; and Chatr~an, Peterson, 
and Lazarte, 1960) have found auditory driving to be possible, the 
best stimuli being sharp, short bursts of noise. 
Summary and Rypothesis 
There is evidence in electroencephalographic recording for alpha 
and other activity. While an alpha rhythmsmay be obvious in some 
subjects while awake and resting, in other subjects and in conditions 
involving complex temporal and spatial stimulation, discrimination 
of rhythmical activity is only possible through frequency analysis. 
While it has been suggested that rhytnmical brain activity is related 
to psychological phenomena, the various findings offer no conclusive 
evidence in this direction. Previous studies have been handicapped by 
problems of inadequate experimental design and analysis of the data. 
There is partial agreement that the temporal cha+acteristics of inter-
mittent sensory bombardment influence the rhythmicity of the cortex, 
and that there is a reJ..ationship between intermittent photic stimulation 
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and time perception. Further, studies have shown correlations between 
brain states and behavior. 
In the present study experimental control of.the temporal nature 
of environmental stimulation is exercised. EEG data is analysed 
to determine what characteristics of rhyt~mical brain activity are 
present while subjects ~reduce time intervals. Under these conditions 
it is hypothesized that: 
a) Conditions of intermittent afferent stimulation in synchrony 
with spontaneous cortical rhythms will lead to longer time 
interval productions than intermittent stimulation not in 
synchrony with spontaneous activity; 
b) Time productions will lengthen over sequential trials in 
any one experimental session due to a decrease in the in-
fluence of arousal systems with familiarization With the 
environment. 
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METHOD 
Subjects: Subjects were twenty males, age 17 to 25, enrolled in 
psychology courses at Lehigh University. They were invited to 
participate by mimeographed letter which described the general nature 
of t~e experiment, explained the medical precautions associated 
With studies using intermittent photic stimulation, and appr~sed· 
them of the fact that they would be paid for th~~r service at two 
dollars per hour. Four of the subjects had previously been used 
in pilot studies in which some time estimation had been required. 
Two of these four also participated in a time perception experiment 
in an introductory laboratory course simultaneously with their 
participation in the experiment. The other sixteen subjects had 
never participated in a time perception experiment. All subjects 
were given full information as to the nature of the experiment prior 
·to an~ experimental trials. No information was given which would have 
enabled .them to bias their time production results. 
Apparatus: a) Subject.'s Environment. Subjects were seated in a 
reclining barber chair, modified so that the headrest was of the 
kind normally used by dentists. This headrest was adjustable. 
The room.was an electrically shielded, acoustically treated, in-
dependently hung chamber. Ambient temperature was controlled throughout 
all experimental sessions at 70± 2°. 
Approximately twenty inches above and twelve inches in front 
of the subject's eyes was hung the flash lamp from the Grass MOdel 
PS-2 Photostimulator. The lamp was suspended from the ceiling of 
the room on an adjustable bar so that it could be directed perpendicular 
r------------~----- -~----
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to a plane parallel with the reclining subject's face. A Quam Model 
69A3_ speaker with a measured resistance of approximately nine ohms, 
connected to a Grass Model S4B Stimulator, was mounted in a false 
wall to the subject's left. In a pilot study it was found that the 
stimulus delivered from this position was adequate to produce auditory 
driving of the EEG. 
, . 
Halves of ping-pong balls shaped to fit comfortably over the 
subjects' eyes provided a uniformly illuminated field with no surface 
contours. These eyecups were worn in all conditions. 
A 700 cps auditory tone used to signal the subject to begin 
estimating a ten-second interval was produced by a Hewlett-Packard 
Audio Oscillator through Telex headphones of the type commonly used 
with an office dictaphone. This headset is extremely light in weight, 
and has a. phone which fits"into the opening of the external auditory 
~ea.tus. The need to place ground electrodes on the subjects' ears 
necessitated such a configuration. 
Scalp electrodes were attached using a calcium chloride and 
BEmtoni te mixture. The scalp was cleansed with acetone, and tre.ated 
with Sanborn Redux before the Grass E4S silver electrode was placed. 
T:wo eJ,.ectrodes were located ove:r the frontal lobes, and two oitex. 
occipito-parietal locations. Ground electrodes were Grass E3S silver 
electrodes with Burton, Parson and Company's EKG SOL filling the electrode 
cup. 
An easily operated DPST silent pushbutton switch was located 
on the arm rest of the chair at a distance which put it within easy 
reach of all reclining subjects. This button was used by the subject 
to signal the end of the estimated ten second interval. 
The room could be made either dark or light by activating a 
switeh located outside the experimental chamber. With lights on 
the luminance in foot lamberts at the subject's eyecups was 2.28. 
b) Experimenter's Environment. The experimental and 
contr9l ~~uiptment was located in a room immediately adjacent to 
the subjects room. 
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If' the treatment condition was either intermittent photic or 
auditory stimulation the experimenter first activated either the 
Grass Photostimulator and flash lamp or the Grass Stimulator 
cpnnected to the speaker. The photostimula:tor was set With t.he-
intensity swttch at 8, mode at repetitive, and the frequency set at 
one of' the nine rates of' intermittent photic stimulation. The auditory 
stimulator·was set with the voltage dial at 40 volts, the Pulses-De sWitch 
at ~ul~es, the Monophasic-Biphasic switch at Monophasic, the duration 
dial at 4 milliseconds, delay controls off', the Control switch at· 
aepeat, and the Frequency switch at one of' the nine rates of' inter-
mittent auditory stimulation. Approximately three seconds after the 
start·of the stimulation, or, in the case of the Dark and Steady 
Illumin;:itlon ctmdi tions, approximately twenty seconds after the end 
of' the .last trial, the experimenter activated a button which produced 
a momentary soft auditory tone at 700 cps to the subject through his 
earphpnes, and started a Standard Electric timer. 
EEG's were continually monitored on a Grass Model IIID Elect-
roencephalograph. During each estimate of ten seconds one second 
of' the subject's EEG was recorded on one FM channel of' an Ampex MO~el 
S-3684'rack mounted AM-FM tape recorder. In order to provide an 
appropriate signal for input· -to the tape recorder further amplification 
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o~ the EEG signal was required. From the Dl6 plug o~ the EEG tne 
signal was sent to a Grass Model 5Dl Low Level DC Ampli~ier. The 
input switch was at TC .8, Sensitivity dial at .05 MV/CM, and Balance 
Voltage dial at 70 MV. The signal then passed on to a Grass Model 
5E Polygraph DC Driver Ampli~ier. Driver Sensitivity was at 5, ~ 
Amplitude Hi Frequency switch at 60. The signal presented to the tape 
recorder was monitored at ~1-J2 jacks, and was recorded with tape 
speed at 6IPS, and start selector at Fast. The occurrence o~ a trial 
was also indicated by placing a .8 volt DC signal on a second FM 
channel~ Activation o~ the tape recorder by. the experime~ter ~or 
the on~ second interval was manual. Activation.o~ his button enabled 
tne subje~t to delimit the end o~ the estimated interval, and stopped 
the Standard Electric timer. Times were read ~rom the timer and 
recorded by the experimenter, and the timer reset ~or the ensuing 
trial, 
An analog to digital conversion o~ the EEG data was carried out 
using a'Mnemotron Computer housed in the Division o~ Technical 
Development, at NIMH headquarters in Washington, D. C., A Fast 
Fourier Trans~orm (Cooley and Tukey, 1967) was applied to the digital 
data in order to ~denti~ ~requencies predominant in the EEG record 
during each trial. (See Appendix D ~or data samples.) 
Task Procedure: Be~ore any subject was brought to the experimental 
environment the entire task was explained to him in an i~ormal session. 
The goals o~ this discussion were to be sure that the subjects were aware 
that the recording o~ EEG's is a harmless and painless procedure, and 
also to assure the subject that there were no deceptive aspects o~ the study. 
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Subjects were brought to the experimental room for a preliminary 
session, during which time they became somewhat accustomed to the 
experimental environment, and provided the experimenter with a sample 
of th~ir brain rhythms. For reasons of economy and practicality 
~redominant alpha rates were decided upon based on a careful visual 
anal!sis of several minutes of EEG data. 
Each subject was re~uired to return for four experimental 
~essions. The four sessions corresponded to the four environmental 
co~ditions, i.e., intermi4tent photic stim1ilation (IPS), intermittent 
auditory stimulation (IAS), dark, and steady illumination (SI). 
Each subject received the four conditions in an order predetermined 
py a random selection from all possible combinations of the four 
orders. Due to scheduling difficulties the four sessions were completed 
in var!ing numbers of days, with the minimum six days, and the maximum 
eighteen days. 
In the intermittent conditions the subjects were re~uired to 
estimate the interval (ten seconds) five times at each of nine 
difterent fre~uencies of presentation for a total of forty-five 
trials per session. The nine rates were fractions and multiples 
~f the ~ndividual subject's own alpha rate as follows: alpha/2.5, 
alpha/2, alpha/1.7; alpha/1.4, alpha, 1.4xalpha, 1.7xalpha, 2xalpha, 
and 2.5~alpha. The values were selected to meet the following 
criteria: (1) The fractions and multiples should be symmetrical about 
the alpha rate; (2) the values of one-half and twice the alpha rate 
s~~~d be present; (3) at least one value beyond one-half and twice 
alpha should b~ present; (4) the values should include rates similar 
to those used bY, Holubar, which were 5, 7, 10, 14-15, and 20 cps; 
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(5) a value near,l7·18 cps should be included for two reasons, 
(a) Nelson, et al. had used such a rate, and (b) pbysiologists 
~ave reported changes in the character of EEG's to flickering 
light at about that rate. All of these conditions were met. 
The order in which the intermittent rates occurred in the sequence 
of forty-five trials was completely randomized except for the 
restriction that each rate must occur five times. Randomizations 
were independent for subjects, and photic and auditory intermittency. 
In aark and steady ill~mination conditions merely produced 
a teq second interval over forty-five consecutive trials with an 
intertrial interval of approximately twenty seconds. 
After the subjects were seated, and the electrodes attached, 
Qne of the following sets of instructions was then read by the 
experimenter. 
For intermittent photic and auditory stimulation~ In this 
condition you wtll be producing a ten second interval over 
a number of trials under varying conditions of intermittent 
photic (auditory) stimulation. The photic (auditory) 
stimu1ation will begin prior to a signal presented through 
the earphone. When you hear the auditory tone, estimate your 
version of ten seconds, and signal the end of the period by 
pressing your button with your right hand. There will be a 
short ~ntertrial interval before you again receive stim~ation 
and hear:·_ the ';t.one •. 'Estimate what you believe to be ten seconds 
~ach time you hear the tone. You will receive no feedback 
as to how well you are doing throughout the course of the 
e~perimental session. 
If anything goes wrong, such as your eyecups falling 
qff, or an electrode pulling loose, you can signal me by 
pressing your button intermittently.' 
For dark or steady illumination: In this condition you will 
be producing a ten second interval over a number of trials. 
Simply wait for the auditory tone, estimate your version of 
ten seconds, and signal the end of the period by pressing 
the button with your right hand. There will be a short 
intertrial interval before you again hear the tone. You 
will receive no feedback as to how well you are doing through-
qut the course of the experimental session. 
If anything goes 'Wrong, such as yolll' eyecups f'alling 
off,; or an electrode pulling loose, you can signal me by 
pressing your button intermittently. 
The subject th~proceeded through the forty-five trial 
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session. No feedback as to thei~ performance on the time estimation 
task was given until the subject had completed all four sessions. 
The theory and experimental data were then discussed according to 
the curiosity or interest of each individual subject. 
Experimental Desi!:£1: The design was a four factor analysis of 
variance. Environmental conditions and the nine chosen rates 
of stimulus presentation were fixed factors. Subjects and 
order were random factors. Such a design requires approximate 
F-Tests (Cochrane, 1951) to test the significance of the en-
vironmental and nine rate effects, and the interaction of the 
two. Also, since the design was a complete within subject 
design, no test is appropriate for the four-·way interaction. 
The same is also true of the triple interaction of the nine 
rates x subjects x order, and the four environmental conditions x 
subjects x order. One additional component, the subjects x 
order interaction, was untestable. Approximate F-Tests are 
tabled as F' (See Table 1). The P=.05 level of significance 
was used throughout the study. 
Duncan's New Multiple Range Test (Edwards, 1962) was used 
to test the significance of differences between half-alpha, 
alpha, and twica•alpha rates of intermittent stimulation and 
the rates immediately adjacent to them for both auditory and 
photic conditions (Tables 2 and 3). 
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Due to limitations in available computer time a random 
s~ple of six intermittent conditions was drawn from the population 
of forty for frequency analysis. From the frequency analysis 
average activity at each of twenty-two cycle rates from three 
to twenty-four were calculated for each of the nine rates of 
intermittent stimulation for each of the six selected· samples. 
X~Y plots of the frequency analyses for each subject were presented 
in ran~om order to each of two independent judges (D.R. and F.W.). 
Judges were familiar with X-Y plots of frequency analysis. Each 
of the analyses were then assigned to either of two categories, 
synchronous, or asynchronous, by a forced choice method. (For 
~xamples of X-Y plots of frequency analysis and defined criteria 
for s~chrony and asynchrony, see Appendix B.) 
A Phi Coefficient was then calculated in order to obtain 
a measure of inter-judge reliability, and a test of the significance 
of Phi was made. 
Using only samples on which the judges agreed, a Chi Square 
analysis was carried out to test whether the judges, when agreeing, 
w~re cor~ect at a better than chance level. The test was used as 
a means of determining the relationship between the independent 
variable, frequency of intermittent stimulation, and the cortical 
response along the synchrony-asynchrony continuum. 
I 
For the analysis of decreasing arousal activity along with 
lengtpaning in the time perception data, judges were presented 
with pairs.of frequency analyses, one averaged over the S's 
fipst n~ne trials, or order block one (OBl), the other aver~ged 
over the third nine trials, or order block three (OB3). They then 
identified the analysis which appeared most synchronous. It was 
assumed that OB3 would be less influenced by arousal activity, 
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and therefore more synchronous. Order block three had been selected 
for comparison based on pilot data which had indicated that time 
estimates asymptote at about the twentieth trial. Phi Coefficient 
was again used to determine inter-judge reliability, and a Chi 
S~uare Was calculated to determine the significance of the correct-
ness of the judges\ agreements. __ This test was used to determine the 
relationship between the independent variable, order, and the cortical 
response along the synchrony-asynchrony continuum. 
RESULTS 
Table 1 is a summary of the Environmental Conditions x Rate x 
Subjects x Order analysis of variance. In a model such as this, 
with two fixed and two random factors, approximate F-Tests are 
necessary (Cochrane, 1951). In the present design three effects 
can be tested using Cochrane's test, the Rate x Condition inter-
action, the Rate main effect, and the Condition main effect. 
Cochrane has shown that these tests are fairly robust, and 
somewhat conservative. Of these only the Rate x Condition inter~ 
action is of interest. 
The significant Condition x Subject interaction indicates 
that subjects differed in the relative lengths of time estimates 
over the four environmental conditions. Further statistical 
tests of this interaction were not carried out, though the 
mean ordinal positionings for the twenty subjects are tabled 
in Appendix A, Table 1. 
The significant (P<.05) approximate F-Teats for Rate x 
Condition interaction indicates that the functional relationships 
between the four conditions and the nine rates differ. It should 
be noted that in Dark and Steady Illumination conditions there 
were no rates, but that the forty-five time estimates were 
randomly assigned to nine different groups, keeping only order 
effects intact. 
Since -the primary hypothesis was that the simple effects 
of Intermittent ~hotic and Intermittent Auditory Stimulation 
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Table 1 
Summary of Analysis of Variance 
9 x 4 x 5 x 20 design, Rate and Environmental Condition (E.C.) 
fiXed factors, Order and Subjects, random£actors. 
Source of Variation ss df. MS 
' . J 
Rate 8 11.81 
Environmental Condition (E.C.) 379.68 3 126.56 
4 195·35 
19 2161.63 
Order 81.39 
Subjects 41071.06 
Rate x E.C. 
Rate x Subjects 
Rate x Order 
E.C. x Subjects 
E.C. x Order 
Subjects x Order 
Rate x E.C. x Subjects 
Rate X E.C. X Order 
Rate x Subjects x Order 
E.C. x Subjects x Order 
186.70 24 
450.82 152 
69.87 32 
7·78 
2.97 
2.81 
57 219.66 
79.61 12 6.63 
2253.47 76 29.65 
1115.01 456 2.45 
218.28 96 2.27 
1620.81 608 2.67 
1774.08 228 7·78 
Rate x E.C. x Subjects x Order 67249.89 1824 36.87 
*Significant at P<.05 level. 
For F' 
F'=2.51 
F'=.59 
F=6.59* 
F=72.90* 
F'=9.46* 
F=l.ll 
F=l.05 
F=28.23* 
F=.85 
Untestable 
F:;::.07 
F=.06 
Untestable 
Untestable 
Untestable 
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would show significant lengthening at rates wbich produce 
synchrony in EEG recor~, tests were applied to determine 
whether the peak time production at half-alp~~ alp~~~ and 
twice-alpha rates were significantly di~fe=e~~ from points 
immediately adjacent to them (See Figttce l). Al.l differences 
were significant (F<.Ol) on Duncan's New :OX::.:2:~:.ple Range Test 
(Edwards, 1962). The results of these tests ~represented~~ 
Tables 2 and 3. These results are suppo.rte::. by EEG frequency 
analysis data (See samples, Appendix B). T~e judges (D.R. and F.W.) 
agreed on the presence of synchrony or as~~cbrony (Defined 
in Appendix B) on 45 out of 51 frequency analysis protocols. 
The Phi Coefficient of agreement was .75, whic~ is signi~icant 
b~yond the P=.Ol level (Chi Square = 28.7). A second Chi Square 
indicates that on trials where there was agreement, judges 
s2gnificantly (Chi Square = 6.04, P<.02) identified the protocols 
as synchronous- or asynchronous in association with the assertions 
based on relationships among neurophysiologica~ systems in the CNS. 
The significant Order effect (P<.05) iLdicates tP~t lengthening 
in time estimates did occur over five blocks of niLe estinates 
each in all conditions. A post hoc analysis 1-ras made to determine 
which pairwise mean differences were significant. Table 4 shows 
that significant differences existed between the mean of OBl ~~d the 
means of Order Blocks 3, 4, and 5· No other differences were 
significant. Order effects for the four c•J!l'iitions are presentee 
graphically in Figure 2. Percentage change values are tabled for 
Order Blocks within each condition, and also for mean Order Block 
,, 
Table 2 
Summary of Duncan's New Multiple Range Test applied to Rates of 
Intermittent Photic Stimulation 
Alpha,/2.5 
12.48 
Alpha/1.7 
12.77 
Alpha/1.4 
·12.86 
Alpha X 1.4 
12.90 
Alpha x 1.7 
13.10 
Alpha X 2.5 
13.30 
Alpha 
13-.43 
Alpha X 2 
13.55 
Alpha/2 
13.34 
.86* 
·57* 
.48* 
.44* 
.24* 
.04 
.09. 
.21* 
*Significant at P<;Ol level. 
Alp?:J.a 
13.43 
·95* 
.66* 
·57* 
·53* 
-33* 
.13 
.12 
AJ..pha x 2 
13.55 
1.07* 
.78* 
.69* 
.65* 
.45* 
.25* 
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Table 3 
Summary o~ Duncan's New Multiple Range Test applied to Rates o~ 
Intermittent Auditory. Stimulation 
Alpha/2.5 
13.09 
Alpha/1. 7 
13.26 
Alpha/1.4 
13.46 
Alpha X ·1.4 
13.54 
Alpha x 1.7 
13.27 
Alpha X 2.5 
13.66 
Alpha 
14.17 
Alpha x 2 
14.20 
Alpha/2 
13-96 
.67* 
.70* 
.50* 
.42* 
.69:* 
.30* 
.21 
.24* 
*Signi~icant at P<.Ol level. 
Alphe. 
14.17 
1.08* 
-91* 
-71* 
.63* 
.90* 
.51-l<· 
.03 
Alpha x 2 
14.20 
1.11* 
.94* 
-74* 
·76* 
-93* 
.54* 
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Table 4 
Differences in Order Block Means {OB) 
OB2 OB3 OB4 OB5 
Means 13.04 13,.45 13.61 13.54 
OBl 12.36 -.68 -1.09* -1.:;5* -1.18* 
OB2 13.04 
-
-.41 
-·57 -.50 
OB3 13.45 
- -
-.16 -.09 
QB4 13.61 
- - -
+.07 
,, 
*Significant at P<.05 level, where difference of .91 is needed. 
Figure 1. Relationship between 9 rates of intermittent 
stimulation and time estimates for both photic and auditory 
conditions. 
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Figure 2. Relationship between order block means and time 
estimates ~or all environmental conditions. 
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dhanges in Appendix A, Table ~. 
Chi Square tests .of inter-judge agreement and their ability 
to judge correctly records showing an increased amount of synchrony 
from the first to third block of nine trials failed to differ 
from chance expectancies. 
Additional summary tables containing mean estimates of subjects 
for each order block at each environmental condition, and mean 
estimates by subjects for each rate at each environmental condition 
can be found in Appendix c, Tables l - 4 and 5 - 8. 
Appendix D contains tables of the mean amplitude of EEG activity 
at eac~ frequency component betwee~ 3 and 24 cps for all rates used 
to produce EEG frequency analyses, and samples of records judged 
synchronous and asynchronous, along with a sample of the EEG record 
from which the example was taken. 
A complete listing of the computer program used on the G.E. 225 
Computer at Lehigh University to produce the frequency analysis can 
be found in Appendix E. All raw data is maintained in the author's 
files. 
DISCUSSION 
The suggestion made by Nelson, et al. (1963) that time 
estimation could be related to the presence or absence of 
synchrony among cortical rhytpms is supported by the signifi-
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cant differences on Duncan's test for the half-alpha, alpha, 
and twice alpha rates of intermittent stimulation adjacent to 
them. It further seems that such an explanation should be applied 
to Holubar's results, since his longest estimates occurred when 
cortical rhythms, had they been recorded, would have been synchronous, 
and his shottest estimates occurred when those rhythms would have 
been asynchronous. 
That auditory stimulation was as effective as photic stimulation 
indicates that the synchrony or asynchrony may occur in units not 
specific to any one sensory modality. The findings of this study 
suggest that relative amounts of synchrony and asynchrony present 
in the human cortex is involved in the perception of duration. 
Specifically it was shown that lengthening is present when the 
EEG record is synchronous. It is also obvious that the findings 
of lengthening of time estimates over sequential trials obviates 
a simple explanation of the perception'of time based on interactions 
of spontaneous and evoked activity in cortical units. The model 
presented by Triesman (1963) handles the lengthening phenomenon 
quite well. In it a decrease in arousal is postulated to explain 
lengthening. The significant main effect of order can be related 
to this postulate. If the rate of the spontaneous rhythm itself 
provided an adequate explanation for the times produced in time 
estimation tasks then some change in the basic rate of those 
rhythms should correlate with the longer ~roduced times over 
time. Though no statistical test was carried out, no change 
of this port appeared in the EEG data. It appears that those 
who have attempted to show relationships between variables 
influencing the spontaneous rate and time perception (Hoaglund, 
1966; Cahoon, 1967; and Lockhart, 1967) may have changed the 
overal~ patterns of brain activity along with the change in 
spontane~us rate. In the absence of fre~uency analysis of the 
EEG data under the experimental conditions of these studies, 
it is not possible to draw definite conclusions on this matter. 
That organized, i.e. rhythmical, evoked activity can affect 
time perception, depending upon its phase relationship with 
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the alpha rhythm, does not imply that a pacemaker or scanning 
device is unimportant as a perceptual variable, rather it 
strengthens it. A summated effect of the rate of rhythmical 
evoked activity and the rate of the pacemru~er would lead to differ-
ent temporal patterns of activity within a critical time period, 
such as a "moment", or a "scan", dependent mainly upon the evoking 
rate. Differences in patterns of CNS activity during these periods 
which cause synchrony or asynchrony to be manifested in the EEG 
writeout would be related to the perception of time. If the 
neural activity in the critical time periods was sampled regularly 
in order to identify the contents of the period, @.~~scanning theory 
would be implied, and the different sample patterns would cause 
differences in the experience of duration. 
Studies related to the neuronic shutter (Lindsley, 1952) which 
show interference in the perception of two similar stimuli if 
they occur within 100 msec. of each other seem related also to 
a scanning concept. If the 100 msec. period found by Lindsley 
is the same as the period of the scan suggested by Wiener (1948), 
. 
White (1963), Pitts and McCulloCh (1947), and Walter and Walter 
(1949), then the perceptual changes could be predicted to occur 
with different temporal relationships between the two stimuli 
within that period. 
Spatial patterning should also be influenced by such a 
critical perreeptual period. The findings of Murphree (1949), 
Stern (in Woodworth, 1938), and Lichtenstein and White (1961) 
on perceptual simultaneity dealt with a sequence of different 
spatial configurations presented in rapid succession. In these 
studies the patterning in the critical period is both spatial 
and temporal. If the elements of a spatial pattern are presented 
within 100 msec., the entire pattern is perceived and appears 
to be simultaneous. If the pattern is presented over a longer 
time period the simultaneity is lost. These studies differ 
from studies using flashes of light as stimuli only in that 
the perceptual content of the briefly presented stimulus has 
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added spatial components in addition to temporal ones. It appears 
that both spatial and temporal sensory data are influenced by 
some critical period of cortical excitability. The present 
study suggests that it is the algebraic summation of the system 
in the cortex that signals the critical period, the spontaneous 
alpha activity, and the systems which respond to sensory data, 
the system of primary projection and the reticular systems, 
which influences the perception of time. 
In a recent review of the hypotheses -ofcentral intermittency 
Harter (1967) attempted to evaluate the two approaches, scanning 
theories and cortical excitability theories. He suggested that 
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a cortical excitability approach best allows for the interaction 
of spontaneous and evoked activity at some common central elements. 
While Harter believes that three bases exist for distinguishing 
the models, presence or absence of a time base, whether or not 
the spontaneous activity is influenced by evoking activity, and 
whether response parameters vary within a cycle, his arguments 
are based on sparse data, and his conclusions seem equivocal. 
Flexible theoretical extension of either approach seemingly 
could incorporate ~he other. 
The findings in studies in which a response does not depend 
upon a complex perceptual integration, such as in studies of 
relationship of phase of alpha rhytr~ to reaction time (Lansing, 1957; 
Callaway, 1961; Bates, 1950; Dustman and Beck, 1965; Kibbler, 
Boreham, and Richter, 1949; Kibbler and Richter, 1950; and Stetson 
and McDill, 1923) or tremor (Lansing, 1957) seem to indicate that 
spontaneous activity predominates in motor areas. 
Implications for Triesman's Model of the Internal Clock: 
Triesman in ~is mod~l of the Internal Clock (19Q3) suggests 
that a.comparator reads the activity of arousal and pacemaker 
systems, and in some way interprets that activity. The compiira<bor 
relates the present rate of activity to the memory of other activity 
to influence the perception of time. With the organism at rest 
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the pacemaker determines the rate of activity read by the comparator. 
When·:.;t.he organism is more highly aroused more signals are counted 
:p~r unit of time which leads to a shorter production of a gi ven·:;time 
interval. If the signals come at a slower rate, as they would as 
arousal decreases, the comparator takes a longer time to count the 
same number of signals, and time productions lengthen. It is 
probable that the above explanation is ade~Jate for the uniform 
lengthening found in all environmental conditions in the present 
study. However, there is no system in Triesman 1 s model which would 
explain why time estimation should be related to patterns of 
synchrony or asynchrony in that neural unit containing the signals 
to be read by the comparator. 
Althoygh Triesman has specifically designed his model to 
be parsimonius, it does not seem to fit the neurophysiological 
findings reported in the introduction of this paper. Particularly 
difficult to incorporate into his model are Brazier's data on the 
presence of both evoked and spontaneous activity in an EEG record, 
Dempsey and Morrison's recruitment phenomenon, and after-discharge 
phenomena reported by Chang, Bishop, and Brazier. In short 
Triesman's model falls short on two counts; it does not consider 
activity in evoking systems, but only in pacemaker and arousal 
systems, and the comparator is a manikin concept. 
A New Model for Physiological Constructs Involved in TLme Perception: 
The model to be presented here is both an extension and a limita-
tion of the model proposed by Triesma~ (1963), incorporating 
different patterns of temporal activity in evoking systems suggested 
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by-the present study, and eliminating purely conceptual constructs. 
Many of the components are similar or identical to Triesman's. 
Some labels have been changed to suit the prejudices of the 
author. The model has additional elements necessary to account 
for the lengthening found in the present study when cortical 
synchrony is present, and which is in keeping with the results 
of:_lengthening studies previously reported (Von Sturmer, 1966; 
Brown and Hitchcock, 1965; Eson and Kaffka, 1952; Falk and Bindra, 
1954; Goldstone, et al., 1958; Hoaglund, 1966; Rashkis and Rasbkis, 
1962; Lockhart, 1967; and Cahoon, 1967). Also by removing highly 
speculative constructs proposed by Triesman and replacing them 
with a physiological constnuct, the model is no longer one of 
an internal clock, but only of the physiological activities 
correlated with changes in time estimates. 
The Components of the Model: 
The model is presented graphically in Figure 3. A system 
carrying sensory activity, and called the evoking system (Es), 
transmits temporal and spatial information to some specific 
projection area of the cortex. This system is analogous to the 
Specific Thalamic Projection System (STPS) (Lindsley, 1960). 
Input to the ES is either from receptor complexes at peripheral 
locations, or may be cortical in origin over centrifugal pathways. 
An arousal system (AS) includes the interacting outputs 
of the limbic arousal system (Routtenberg, 1966, 1968), the 
brain stem:.~reticular activating system, and the thalamic 
reticular system. This entire arousal system is conceived of 
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Figure 3. The X-Cell Complex Model 
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as a switching device that selects that cortical area specific 
to the the nature of the input. The output of this system is 
indicated by fast, low amplitude activity in the EEG recording. 
Input to the system through collaterals from the evoking system 
or cortical feedback loops is re~uired to maintian an awake organ~ 
ism. 
A Pacemaker, based on slow dendritic potentials in cortic~ 
neurons, has as output rhythmical activity. This activity is 
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most obvious in an EEG recording when a subject is awake, and 
reclining with eyes closed. Activity of the Pacemaker is analogous 
to classical alpha activity. The arousal system affects the pacemaker 
in two ways. In order to maintain activity at approximately 10 
cps, input from the brain stem reticular activating system or 
from cortical regions_, i:"_s necessary. The presence of such 
10 cps ,activity indicates t4at the reticular system is receiving 
inputs either over afferent sensory pathways, or over corticipetal 
pathways. It is the activity of the thalamic portion of the 
reticular system which synchronizes the pacemaker neurons. 
The three functional systems, the ES, the AS, and the 
Pacemaker affect together another unit, the x .. cell complex. 
While Barlow (1960) has identified neural elements common to 
both evoked and spontaneous activity, nothirgso specific is 
being postulated here. The X-ce~l complex is that neurological 
entity which is capable of producing as its output a composite 
of activity representing the complex algebraic summation of the 
three function systems. It may even be the entire cortex. 
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The output of this complex is what is recorded as the EEG. As 
shown in the diagram outputs are provided to motor areas and to 
areas concerned with further processing and storage of information. 
The nature of these processes is speculative, and discussion of 
them will be reserved for a .later part of this section. 
Output of the X-cell Complex: 
Of specific interest are the several temporal patterns of 
activity possible as outputs from the X-cell complex. The 
minimally alerted organism, awake, reclining, but with eyes 
closed, presents the classic Alpha EEG pattern with a typically 
high amplitude, 8 - 13 cps rhythmical activity. When this pattern 
is present there must be activity in AS, though its influence on 
the EEG record is minimal. It is also likely that under these 
conditions little activity woul~be present in ES. Whether or 
not a synchronized pattern would be present in the record would depend 
on the extent to whic~ the thalamic component of the arousal system 
synchronized the neural activity of the Pacemaker. In this case 1 
the output of the X-cell complex would be primarily due to activity 
of the Pacemaker, with the other systems minimally active. 
Likewise, it is possible to consider the output of the X-cell 
complex under conditions in which the Pacemaker activity remains 
constant, while either one, or both, of the remaining systems 
evidence change of output. If a change in the general level 
of arousal takes place as it might at the start of an experimental 
session, or later in the experimental session as the subject habituates 
to the environment, but the evoking activity from a stimulus under 
the control of the experimenter remains constant, the EEG writeout 
should contain such changing information. Also, though:;; the 
amount o~ alpha activity might appear to change·with change 
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'in arous~ activity, Brazier (1957) has sr~~m that its frequency 
stays :relatively constant. Even though the alpha rhythm may appear 
to block, or return, it may be more correct to say that the record • 
shows a change in the activity ih the AS, but that the Pacemaker 
activity is still present. If a state of' high arousal were 
present, the output of the X-cell complex would be a fast, low 
voltage, essentially asynchronous activity. 
With the ?acemaker activity remaining constant, and the 
influence of the AS remaining relatively constant, it is possible 
to examine what would happen with manipulation of activity in 
ES. At least three methods have been commonly used to manipulate 
the temporal pattern of activity in evoking.systems in the intact 
organism. These three methods are (a) the brief presentation o~ 
a single stimulus, (b) tne presentation of a brief stimulus 
followed by a second stimulus at different interstimulus 
intervals, and (c) the presentation of a train of brief stimuli. 
A single stimulus provides information about a resting organism. 
Two stimuli, separated in time, give information about the affect 
of the first on the response to the second at various temporal 
intervals. A train of stimuli give information about tHe processing 
o~ en~ing activity. 
In the visual system.a single flash of light produces a 
long lasting train of waves which decrease in amplitude over 
about 900 msec. (Brazier, 1962). The freq,u.ency of these ljaves 
is approximately that of alpha rhythms. It is· th?ught that these 
after-discharges are due to reverberatory activity in cortico-
··thala~ic pathways (Chang, 1959; Li and Jasper, 1953). A single 
flash will often synchronize alpha activity for a short period 
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of time, suggesting that such activity in the ES and cortico-
thalamic portion of the AS along with Pacema~er activity are summated 
in the EEG recording. 
If a single flash of light is followed by a second flash, 
the response to the second flash increases to a maximum as the 
separation of the flashes reaches approximately 100 msec. (Lindsley, 
1952; Bartley and Bishop, 1933; Harter, 1967). Both peripheralist 
and centralist explanations exist for the phenomenon •. Individual 
neurons in the sequence of neurons involved in the response as 
measured at the cortex could be fatigued at any level from the 
most peripheral units onward. Bartley's Alternation of Response 
Theory (1993) hypothesizes such a phenomenon in the optic pathways. 
White and Eason (1966) have shown that the amplitude of the 
cortical response to the second of two stLmuli varies with the 
phase of the cortical cycle, thus suggesting that the central 
system plays the more important role. Also, Harter (1967) in 
reviewing the literature on cortical excitability has pointed out 
that while stimuli separated by more than 100 msec. seem to synchronize 
alpha activty, when they are separated by less than 100 msec. 
the after-discharges may be reset out of phase with the ongoing 
alpha activity. If two flashes occur within 100 msec. of each 
other, they will lead to asynchrony in the X-cell complex; if 
they are qeparated by more than 100 msec. there will still be 
some degree of asynchrony, though the effect would be less. The 
relative amounts of synchrony or asynchrony as recorded come about 
as a result of the combination of temporal patterns of activity 
in the ES and Pacemaker systems, though the activity in those 
systems have been shown to be independent of each other. 
Using a train of periodic flashes, varying patterns of 
activity are recordable in the EEG. If the flashes are rhythmical 
at rates very close to the alpha rate, recruitment of cortical 
neurons can be identified in the responses to the second to 
fifth or sixth flash (Dempsey and Morrison, ,1947). Recruitment 
involves an increase in the amplitude of a rhythmical response. 
The model allows for recruitment based on the summing of the 
thalamo-cortical reverberating activity of the after-discharge 
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type and activity in the ES. After five ,or six flashes maximum 
synchrony between evoking'activity and the thalamo-cortical activity 
is complete. The fact that the activity in these two systems 
is also in phase with ongoing activity in the Pacemaker system 
accounts for the increase in the amplitude of the recorded 
alpha activity. If the,stimulus train is continued beyond six 
or seven flashes the response is what has been known as photic 
driving. Care should be taken not to label mistakenly the 
recorded activity "alpha driving", unless the definition of 
alpha is any 8 - 13 cps activity, for the Pacemaker itself may 
not be driven, but only synchronized by intermittent stimulation. 
Intermittent stimulation at alpha rates, or at sub-harmonics 
or harmonics of the alpha rate, causes a synchronous pattern 
to be recorded in the EEG, or in the present model to be the 
'· output of the X-cell complex. 
With rates of intermittent stimulation which are not harmonic 
with the alpha activity the output of the X-cell complex includes 
the alpha activity, and the evoking activity along With the 
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harmonics and .. sub-harmonics of the evoking activity. The recordable 
EEG shows varying amounts of synchrony and asy:ti.chrony. At some rates 
periods o~ synchrony and asynchrony follow each other as the two 
rhythmic oscillators produce beats when in phase, and asynchronous 
patterns ·when out of phase. At other rates, specifically those 
approximately half-way between the alpha rate and either the 
sub-harmonic or harmonic, asynchrony predominates in the record. 
It is the qynchrony and asynchrony in the pathways of the X-cell 
complex which have been the basis for predictions of duration 
length differences in the present study. These findings indicate 
that relative length of time estimates are i~luenced by synchrony 
and asynchrony in this physiological construct. 
If one holds activity in ES and the Pacemaker system constant, 
any change in the activity in the arousal system will also be a 
part of the output of the X-cell complex. 1.these changes changes 
may be more difficult to identify in the EEG recording, but the 
experimental data relating lengthening in time estimates over 
a series of trials in one session, indicates the possibility that 
lengthening is related to decreases in arousal. One would expect 
that what~ver the ef'f'ect of' the arou.sal sys-t.;;:;mJ it would 
eventually-reach some asymptotic value. If' this occurred 
one would predict more rapid lengthening at the start of' the 
series of' estimates of' duration rather than ~ater on. Pairwise 
comparisons of' seQuentially occurring b:ocks of' trials shows 
that such a prediction is supported in the present study { See 
Appendix A, Table 2). It can be seen tha~ the increase (Table~ 
of' the text) is significant between the f'~rst &~d third, :first 
and :fourth, and :first and f'if'th block of trials in all conditions. 
These tables and Figure 2 support the contention that af'ter some 
period of' time in the experimental environment, the arousal level 
stabilizes. 
It can also be seen in Figure 2 that intermittent photic and 
auditory stimulation caused the shortest time estimates in the 
:first block of' trials. These :findings seem to indicate that 
visual stimuli produce greater arousal at the start .of' experimental 
sessions, and that the amount of' change in arousal as seen in the 
concomitant time estimate changes is greater than: .that f'or auditory 
stimulation. It should also be noted that the percentage of' 
increase f'rom OBl to asymptote is greater for intermittent 
auditory stimulation than for darkness, supporting :further the 
hypothesized relationship between activation and lengthening. 
i.Jnf'ortunately, judges were not able to identify these arousal 
changes in the f're~uency analysis protocols. It appears that this 
difficulty may have arisen due to the specific instrumentation 
used in the present study. The hypothesized relationships should 
be confirmed using fre~uency analysis techni~ues before the 
lengthening-arousal relationship is accepted. 
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Beyond the level of the X-cell complex the model becomes 
extremely speculative. However, it seems reasonable to suggest 
that the characteristics of the o~tput of th~s complex must 
influence motor response variables, long and short term memory 
systems, and verbal response mechanisms. In the absence of experi-
mental support for such mechanisms, it is not reasonable to guess 
at how they are related to the X-cell complex or to each other. 
How the X-cell complex is translated into awareness remains 
unknown. What the present study has shown is that synchrony 
and asynchrony in cortical activity, which can be analysed 
from EEG records, plays an important role in the perception of 
duration. Synchrony in the EEG leads to longer time productions 
than does asynchrony. 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Previous studies have led to postulated relationships between 
rhythmical cortical activity and behavior. ~~y or these studies 
were fla~d by faulty experimental design or incomplete analysis 
of essential brain activity. In the present study it is hypothesized 
that time productions will be longer when a synchronous pattern 
of activity predominates in the EEG record. Human subjects 
produced a ten second interval in the presence of :i.ntermi ttent 
photic stimulation, intermittent auditory stimulation, ,steady 
illumination, and darkness while brain activity was being recorded. 
Frequency spectrum analysis of the EEG records were judged by 
:i..hdependent observers as to whether synchrony or asynchrony 
typified the record. Longer time predu.ctions occurred when the 
pattern of activity showed synchrony rather than when it showed 
asynchrony. 
It :was concluded that synchrony and asynchrony in EEG 
records of rhythmical cortical activity alter the perception 
of time. A model incorporating neurophysiological findings 
is proposed to account for the production of the synchronous 
and asynchronous cortical patterns. 
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Appendix A 
Tables 1 & 2. Tables give additional data on ordinal 
positions of the four environmental conditions for each of 
the twenty subjects, and percentage change in time estimates 
from order block to order block for each of the environmental 
conditions. 
1o 
Table 1 
Ordinal Position of the Four Conditions for tee Twenty Su~jects 
1 represents the longest estimate~ 4 t.r~e 8bortest 
IPS IAS Dark SI 
Sl 2 1 4 3 
.82 4 2 1 3 
83 1 3 4 2 
S4 2 1 4 3 
S5 3 4 1 2 
s6 4 1 3 2 
87 1 4 2 3 
88 4 2 3 1 
89 2 1 3 4 
SlO 3 2 1 4 
811 4 1 3 2 
S12 1 4 3 2 
813 3 1 4 2 
814 4. 1 3 2 
815 1 4 3 2 
816 4 1 3 2 
817 1 3 4 2 
818 1 2 3 4' 
819 4 2 3 ]_ 
820 4 1 2 3 
.) 
Order 
OBl 
OB2 
OB3 
OB4 
OB5 
IPS 
Table 2 
Percentage Change in Order Blocks for 
Environmental Conditions 
IAS Dark SI 
Mean ~ Ch~. Mean~ Chg. Mean ~ Chg. Mean~ Chg. 
11.92 13.00 12.65 ll.85 
5-9 5.2 3·7 7.6 
12.62 13.68 13.12 12.75 
4.9 1.5 2.6 3.8 
13.24 13.89 13.46 13.23 
2.1 1.6 .2 
-7 
13-52 14.11 13.49 13.32 
1.0 -1.0 -.1 -1.3 
13.66 13.87 13.48 13.15 
Means 
Mean ~ Chg. 
12.36 
5.6 
13.04 
3.2 
13.45 
1.2 
13.61 
-. 35 
13-54 
Appendix B 
l. Instructions for judges 
2. EEG record fre~uency analysis protocols 
Instructions for Judges: 
I 
1. Identify each fre~uency analysis in the upper right hand 
corner with an A if the record is asynchronous, or an S 
if the record is synchronous. 
2. Each S must be considered alone due to idiosyncratic records 
(e.g., oneS has a consistant 14cps component). We want to 
identify relative synchrony and asynchrony since all time 
estimates are relative. Idiosyncratic features will be 
identified at the beginning of each S's set of records. 
In order to avoid the use of a priori probabilities matching 
the ratios of synchronous to asynchronous conditions, as many 
as two conditions may be absent from any one S's data. These 
have been randomly removed by one of E's assistants. Which. 
is missing is unknown toE (who is Judge D.R.). 
3. General considerations; 
Graphs: X axis - cortical cycle rates (3 - 24) 
Y axis - amplitude in arbitrary units of EEG amplitude 
Common Characteristics: Generally high 5 cps component 
Conse~uence -Has no discriminatory.value 
Generally high, highly variable 
23, 24 cps components 
Conse~uence - None apparently, eliminate from consider-
ation. 
4. Asynchrony defined: Anything not fitting definition of synchrony 
(See below). 
5· Synchrony defined: 
1. Easy sighting of major component and sub-harmonic above 
other rates. 
2. Easy sighting of harmonic, main component, and sub-
harmonic above ~11 other rates. 
,. 
75 
5 . (Continued) 
3. Either of the above, plus presence of specific idiosyncratic 
component as specified prior to subjects data set. 
4. Occasionally if major, or harmonic component is slightly 
out of phase due to error (Rounding, etc.) in setting 
alpha rate, an adjacent component may be "carried along", 
this should be considered normal in general synchronous 
state. 
5· If all of the above are met, but one other frequency between 
the sub-harmonic and the harmonic J::itises above or is equal 
in amplitude to the main component, m:tpe 1Jgudgement should be 
asynchronous, unless it is identified as an idiosyncratic 
component. 
6. CallE (Judge D. R.) in event of question. 
7. Instructions in cas~ of idiosyncracy. 
S3 Idiosyncratic 14 cps component, 1 to 1.5 rise above 
13 cps a.mpli tude is common. Try to make judgement 
of relative synchrony around the component. Consider 
14 cps component only as idiqsyncratic. 
84 Idiosyncratic 14 cps component. Judge all records as 
though the 14 cps component were absent. 
8. The next two pages contain samples of the actual X-Y plots 
of the frequency analysis which the judges used in determining 
·synchrony or asynchrony in a record. The Y-axis i~ amplitude 
in arbitrary units, and the X-axis is in terms of frequency 
components in the cortical activity during the one second 
sample. · 


.Append,ix C 
Tables 1 - 4. Mean time estimates of s·ubjects' for each 
order block at each envir9nmental condition. 
Tables 5 .. 8. Mean time estimates of subjects. for each 
rate at each environme~tal condition. 
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Table 1 
Mean Time Estimates of Subjects for each Order Block for Dark· 
OBl OB2 OB3 OB4 OB5 
Sl 9.40 9-35 9-51 9.54 9.20 
82 14.30 14.87 14.59 ·14.66 14.81 
83 10.92 11.53 10.78 11.15 10.75 
84 14.86 15.80 16.32 15.07 16.57 
85 10.29 10.47 10.93 11.10 11.35 
s6 12.62 14.73 16.22 16.11 15.28 
87 13.28 14.35 14.64 14.89 16.34 
s8 16.l7 15.64 15.81 14.24 14.17 
89 ,.8.'.41 8.74 8.25 9-05 9-12 
810 11.34 11.30 10.60 10.95 10.97 
811 14.61 18.75 19.60 18.87 -19.10 
812 9-12 8.46 9-34 9-67 9-~~ 
813 9-32 9-43 9-74 10.29 10.97 814 13.43 13.24 13-78 13~85 14.01 
815 14.67 16.63 18.46 17 .. 26 17.21 
816 16.83 18.62 18.87 18.42 17.80 
817 6.71 10.23 9.82 10,42 10.15 
818 10.34 11.27 12.61 13.45 13-33 
819 12.83 ll-32 10.77 11.35 11.88 820 19.32 20.76 18.21 17.01 18.95 
8o 
Table 2 
Mean Time Estimates of 8ub:j.e6ts flot. each Order Block for 8I 
8's OBl OB2 OB3 OB4 OB5 
81 8.46 8.14 8,12 8.07 8.(}1 
82 14.48 14.25 14.79 14.60 14.90 
83 10.53' 11.47 11.95 11.72 11.04 84 13-70 13.'25 15.82 13.43 13.73 
85 10.63 10.40 11.31 11.35 11.06 
86 18.22 24.1J3 25.43 30.90 31.48 
87 11.06 11.65 ll-77 11.90 11.84 88 10.18 10.22 9-95 9-95 9.92 
89 7-03 7~03 8.02 7.84 8.31 810 12.51 12-77 13.40 13.46 12.87 811 17-51 18.91 18.81 19.69 18.76 812 10.52 10.89 10.61 10.56 10.75 
813 10.36 10.46 ,. 11.01 10.73 10.57 
814 13-74 14.84 14.85 14.47 14.47 
815 11.10 11.55 12.13 10.99 10.35 
816 13.47 15-79 16.84 16.37 15-53 817 9.16 10.10 9.54 10.03 8.90 
818 10.97 13.24 13.27 12.33 12.23 
819 -~ 9.86 10.62 10.52 11.92 ~ . 
820 12.34 16.15 15.02 19.17 16.13 
81 
Mean Time Estimates of Subjects for each Order Block for IPS 
S's · OBl OB2 OB3 OB4 OB5 
Sl 11.32 11.46 11.19 ll.43 12.01 
S2 11.26 13-76 l4.94 15.98 16.06 
S3 8,80 9-94 10.66 10.87 "11.23 
S4 J.7-51 16.45 18.66 16.50 17 .ll 
S5 9.80 10.42 10.61 10.73 10.34 
s6 20.92 25.33 25.31 27.29 29.44 
S7 15.47 16.31 17.02 17.37 17-91 
s8 10.ID1 ~-9.R4 9·59 9·5~ ~.~(a 
S9 9.66 9-45 10.32 10.44 10.75 
SlO 13.Q8 13.65 14.25 13.86 13.96 
Sll 15.50 19.42 20.65 21.94 21.ll 
Sl2 ::th97 8.36 8.03 7-50 8.03 
Sl3 9-73 11:70 11.56 ll.56 11.50 
"Sl4 12.09 13.84 14.17 14.47 13-74 
Sl5 11.99 11.62 11.50 11.29 10.35 
Sl6 14.94 15.46 14.37 14.69 14.17 
Sl7 7-45 8.15 7·98 7.71 8.20 
Sl8 14.72 16.61 15.38 15.58 16.57 
Sl9 10.35 10.17 10.43 10.34 10.26 
S20 5.48 5.42 10.25 10.89 11.42 
Table 4 
Mean Time Estimates of Subjects for each Order Block for IAS 
S's OBl OB2 OB3 OB4 OB5 
Sl 11.41 11.94 12.19 12.81 12.07 
S2 14.97 16.64 16.53 16.83 15.88 
S3 10.39 12.01 12.17 12.35 12.18 
s4 9.42 11-97 14.74 12.14 12.04 
S5 11.01 12 •. 15 12.41 12.81 13.12 
s6 19.23 21.47 22.79 27.52 29.0h 
S7 11.21 11.69 11.42 12.08 11.41 
s8 17-76 12.58 . 9-71 9-59 9-79 
S9 9-55 9.63 9-51 10.45 9-87 
SlO 11.68 10..75 10.79 10.20 10.39 
Sll 20.53 .2?.80 22.69 22.84 20.35 
Sl2 10.04 9.18 9.41 9-43 9.46 
Sl3 7-94 10.36 10.59 11.08 11.74 
Sl4 15-78 16.60 17.23 16.13 16.23 
Sl5 13.36 11.98 .12.51 l3 .• 34 12.69 
Sl6 13.60 13.78 13-73 12.91 14.36 
Sl7 10.48 12.04 10.82 9.88 9-13 Sl8 13-59 14.56 16.60 18.31 16.13 
S19 .10.24 10 ... 78 11.72 12.93 12.64 S20 16.18 16.25 18.51 18.07 18.06 . ..... 
Table 5 
Mean Time Estimates of Subjects for Each Rate for IAS · 
s, s Al]2b.a .AJ.pb.a Alpha Alpr Alpha Alpha Alpha Alpha Alpha 
2.5 2 1.7 1. X 1.4 X 1.7 X 2 X 2.5 
Sl" 20.00 21.14 21.01 2l.66 22.99 22.28 22.14 22.37;...23.03 
82 16.32 19-95 18.06 17.42 18.94 15.29 14.14 19.76 17.80 
83 21.20 23.42 21.76 23.40 22.46 26.10 24.31 26.83 26.63 
s4 15-31 17.16 15.40 16.07 15.80 15.72 15.09 17.01 15.26 
85 13.90 13.28 13.51 13.15 15.07 13 14 12.87 14.87 13.82 
s6 15.74 16.26 15.92 15.71 17.09 16.54 15.88 16.96 15.97 
87 10.65 11.60 11.37 11.50 12.06 11.49 11.46 12.38 11.58 
s8 12.03 12.78 12.~6-11.33 12.4712.0612.28 11.03 10.73 
89 12.73 13.38 12.14 12.61 13.38 12.82 12.12 13.58 12.27 
810 9.59 10.02 10.66 10.19 11.66 10.08 9.82 10.97 11.28 
811 10.06 13.12 10.67 13.03 13.21 13.32 11.23 10.95 10.99 
812 12.02 12.33 11.80 11-75 12.90 11.97 11.85 12.30 11.87 
813 16.38 16.87 16.19 16.14 17.22 16.32 15-70 16.74 16.01 
814 12.32 12-,43 1i. 78 11.98 12.18 12.63 11.50 13.16 12.75 
815 9-97 11.36 10.87 10.65 10.87 10.55 11.06 11.02 10.56 
816 12.43 12.27 11.10 12.24 11.69 11.47 11.73 11.74 11.79 
817 10.44 10.22 10.08 9·52 10.56 10.62 10.12 10.65 10.91 
818~-~01:{:7 10.83 9.32 10.27 10.00 9ol7 9.71 9.64 9.17 
819 :8.42 8.95 8.85 9.43 10.45 9.14 10.17 10.36 9.82 
820 12.21 11.78 12·.50 11.18 12.33 10.03 11.98 12.15 10.97 
84 
Table 6 
Mean Time Estimates of Subjects for Each Rate for IPS ~ 
s r s Alpha Alpha Alpha Alpr Alpha Alpha Alpha Alpha Alpha 
2.5 2 1.7 1. X 1.4 X 1.7 X 2 X 2.5 
Sl 19.97 20.39 29.75 19.45 20.26 29.96 18.77 19.90 19.27 
S2 8.03 9.41 9.01 8.67 9.00 8.94 8.41 7-76 9.03 
S3 23.60 27.41 22.96 25.20 25.02 26.23 25.52 26.89 28.10 
s4 15.56'15.27 16.05 14.8415.8816.6415.19 17.0215.74 
S5 14.29 15.11 15.09 14.54 15.59 14.21 14.20 15.26 14.27 
s6 12.59 14.88 13.33 23.45 15.82 14.83 14.50 14.83 15.47 
S7 16.1316.93 16.63.17.1317.45 15.9716.80 17.59 16.80 
s8 79.11 10.03 9.34 9.16 10.23 9.25 9.31 9.97 9.16 
S9 11.3e 11.66 11.23 11.27 +1.90 11.34 11.32 11.95 11.39 
S20 ',7. 70 7 ·59 7.82 8.54 8.2.4 7-97 7.86 7.83 7. 71 
$.1 11.47 10.9.6 11.32 11 •. 44 11.62 11.50 11.-03 11.60 11.23 
S12'14.68 16.8815.7117.6415.6417-50 18.7718.53 20.22 
S13 12.91 14.26 13.49 13.56 14.41 13.6o 13.04 14.19 13-55 
S14 13.18 14.17 13.46 13.61 14.06 13-70 14.03 13.99 13.65 
815 10.27 10.22 10.04 9-87 11.03 10.20 10.13 10.86 10.81 
S16 10.27 10-31 10.48 10.26 '10.28 10.89 10.5.4 10.51 9.21 
S17 10.01 11.86 11.32 11.15 11.37 11.73 11.11 12.50 11.27 
818 lO.J.l 10 ... 06 10.09 9.85 ~0. 74 10.00 9.99 10.25 10.05 
Sl9 7-95 8.12 7-97 7·65 8.82 7·37 8.21 9.06 8.49 
S20 10-38 11.21 10.36 9.88 10.27 10.19 :·9.30 10.57 10.68 
Table 7 
Mean Time Estimates of Subjects for Nine Randow~.Assigned 
Categories .of Darkness 
S's 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
81 19.06 17-92 18.62 17-·53 17.23 '17-37 18.95 18.84 17.99 
82 20.93 .20.26 15-58 18.54 17.71 13.63 21.66 22.04 19-37 
83 14.54 14.51 14.89 14.77 14.36 15.42 16.05 15.65 16.20 
84 12.14 12.61 12.30 11.-93 12.26 11.89 11.86 12.28 12.62 
85 18.00 17.91 17.80 18.5.8 18.07 17~48 17.95 18.58 18.64 
86 '14.47 14.98 14.27 14.47 14.8'7 14.85 14.33 14.83 J.4.94 
87 14.66 14.50 15.33 14.64 14.74 14.47 14.88 14.57 14.54 
88 10.00 10.46 9-70 9-69 10.25 10~24 9-71 10.30 10.09 
89 ~9~.96 9-59 9·27 9.68 9-50 9.'47 9-52 9-56 9-09 
810 16.94 17.26 16.76 15-55 17.49 16.71 16.17 16.89 17.07 
811 9.51 10.02 9.16 9.57 9.48 )))008 9.15 10.02 C8~98 
Sl2 14.52 16.14 15.29 17.14 15.08 14.80 16.52 16.06 16.02 
813 13.31 13.86 13.17 13.86 13-71 13.68 13-35 13.85 14.22 
814 10.35 10.63 11.13 10.89 10.65 11.30 10.94 10.71 10.88 
815 11.08 11.30 ·11.52 10.94 10.57 10.58 1L.44 11.44 10.41 
816 10.88 11.20 11.64 10.91 10.19 .10.95 11.23 11.50 10.27 
817 10.27 9-76 10'.26 10.10 9.52 9.98 9.96 9-63 10.03 
s18 8.59 8.76 B.6o 8.55 8.8o 8.87 9.oo 8.58 8.89 
·819 8.96 9.48 8.71 9.44 9.60 9-56 9.09 9.61 9-23 
s2o:·.u:;e9 11. 71 12.86 11. 68 12 • .35 9. 8o 11. 35 12.44 11.44 
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Table 8 
Me~ Time Estimates of Subjects for Nine Randomly Assigned 
Categories of SI 
S's 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
SL 18~84 15~00018.34 18.00 18.83 19.92 19.20 18.53 19.01 
82 14.56 16.48 15.81 17.71 16.63 14.43 15.46 15.85 14.87 
83 25.40 25-58 26.31 26.47 27.32 25.84 25.95 24.81 27.28 
s4 12.78 12.47 12.42 12.54 12.46 12.15 12.71 12.20 12.00 
85 16.31 15.45 16.22 '15.23 15.61 15-92 15.26 15.29 15.17 
s6 14.58 14.36 14.75 15.27 14.44 14.64 14.39 14.54 14.46 
~ ll.~ll.48ll.~ll.~ ~.~ll.~ll.Till.~ll.~ 
s8 15.12 15.32 14.48 15.87 14.80 14.68 14.89 16.04 15.65 
89 8.15 7.86 8.29 8.19 8.16 8.03 8.08 8.27 8.46 
810 11.28 11.36 11.56 11.46 10.89 10.95 11.35 11.27 10.93 
811 9.27 9·57 9.70 9.81 9.26 9.48 10.00 9·31 9.54 
812 14.45 14.37 14.30 16.11 14.38 13.13 13.67 12.49 13.01 
813 15.07 14.26 14.ol 14.84 14.A6 14.28 14.4o 14-36 14.64 
814 10.95 10~62 11.55 10.65 11.24 10.81 10.78 10.97 11.02 
815 13.17 12.54 13.89 12.88 13.47 12.57 12.81 12.74 13.01 
81~ 10.93 11~8 11.49 11.24 10.90 12.05 11.56 11.53 11.17 
817 10.78 10.J3 10.86 '10.42 10.82 10.51 10.50 10.46 10.67 
818 7·73 7-75 7·15 7·38 7.62 8.09 7.60 7.88 7.67 
819 '10.80 10.53 10.46 10.61 11.57 10.52 10.72 11.45 10.29 
' 820 9.86 11.10 10.37 10.59 10.38 10.13 10.74 9.76 10.98 
~ 
; 
' 
Appendix D 
Tables l - 6. Mean amplitude of EEG activity at each freq~ency 
component between 3 and 2~. cps for all rates from any one subject 
used by the judges to determine synchrony and asynchrony. 
Samples of frequency. e.halyses judged synchronous and asynchronous, 
and samples of the recorded EEG data. 
" 
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Table 1 
Mean Amplitude of EEG Activity at Each Frequency Component Between 
3 and 24 cps for Subject G. W. 
Condition Rates 
IPS 4.2 5.25 6.2 7·5 14.7 17.85. 21 26.25 
co:nponent 
3 3.43 2.52 2.43 2.48 .78 3.08 2.74 3·72 
4 5.98 3.23 3·95 2.97 1.86 3.65 3.04 5.61 
5 12'~01 9.10 12.02 '1.40 5·47 8.06 11.09 10.58 
6 .96 1.15 1.82 1.52 1.26 1.63 1.90 1.54 
7 4.03 ,2.76 3·75 2.04 2.82 3.64 3.25 1.17 
8 1.70 3.32 4.16 1.92 2.47 3.74 3·73 2.82 
9 •'!56 4-38 5·47 1.29 2.47 5.61 5.13 5.10 
10 3·51 6.38 5.70 8.37 1.88 3.88 7·23 6.37 
11 5.28 2.78 2.97 .69 1.15 4.19 2.95 4.00 
12 5.62 3·25 4.67 1.03 2.28 4.64 4.33 5-27 
13 4.72 3·67 5·19 1.40 .70 5·43 4.81 7·35 
14 7-37 5.30 7·45 1.32 1.77 5·43 6.53 10.15 
15 2.04 4.39 6.10 6.84 1.33 2.56 5·51 2.06 
-16 2.56 2.40 2.81 1.49 ·74 2.26 2.21 3·97 
17 3.44 3.60 3.10 2.24 .66 2.62 3·33 5.81 
18 2.41 3.44 3·53 3.63 .58 3.29 4.30 6.98 
19 3.87 4.82 4.73 2.57 .90 5.58 5·91 8.68 
20 6.23 7.01 7.m4 7·94 1.29 4.41 6.89 7.01 
21 4.45 2.78 2.94 .98 .lill.O 3.18 2.65 3.81 
22 5.68 2.83 3.42 1.56 .23 4.20 3·13 5.83 
23 4.29 4.05 4.38 2.75 .85 4.92 4.58 7.66 
24 6.04 4.57 5.02 3.10 1.46 6.14 5-09 9.06 
.. 
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Table e 
Mean Amplitude of EEG Activity at Each Fre~uency Component Between 
3 and 24 cps for Subject P. J. 
Condition Rates 
IAS 3.8 4.5 5.~ ~.4 '9,0 . • ~~ 11 ~-- 1:2.~ 1~.3 :E6.:' 22.5 
Com12onent 
. 
3 2.96 1.69 2-57 5-63 3.18 4.96 3-85 2.92 1.42 
4 2.43 
·99 2.91 6.16 2.39 4.42 4.09 3.12 3-19 
,, 5 10.58 10.28 7.96 4.84 5 ·35 11.26 12.39 7-74 11.60 
6 4.60 1.49 2.99 2.80 .58 14.42 3-71 3.61 1.98 
'7 5-50 1 .. 75 3.17 4.16 1.41 12.19 4.40 3.10 3·55 
8 5·25 1.39 2.75 3.04 3.18 9.68 2.98 7·75 3·78 
9 5-43 2.47 4.45 2.81 1.21 10.88 6.26 6.71 3·57 
10 6.33 7.13 5.14 4.95 2.83 11.79 2.43 3.23 6.33 
11 2.89 2.15 3.01 3.02 4.26 9.65 3-51 5-10 3.69 
12 4.35 2.21 2.93 2.46 2.39 5-33 2.38 4.69 2.10 
13 3.10 2.96 2.95 3·73 1.60 14.39 2.89 7·17 1.58 
14 5.22 1.42 4.29 3.60 1.31 13.07 3.78 7-37 3.26 
15 2-77 3-25 1.42 2.92 4.98 5-55 4.98 4-59 6.13 
16 1.75 2.17 2.27 3-27 2.03 10.44 2.07 2.48 3-15 
17 3.70 1.90 3.49 3-35 2.50 12.07 2.98 1.85 2.86 
18 4.83 3.02 4.35 2.38 1.91 5·05 3.11 3.60 3.06 
19 5·35 1.33 6.78 2.94 .91 12.26 3.44 2.39 5.46 
20 5·99 7.27 4.28 2.81 5-53 7-93 3·94 4.08 3-70 
21 2.15 2.06 "2.61 2.48 5.04 9-36 3-45 4.32 1.68 
22 5.60 2.05 2.77 2.89 5.34· 11.76 3·55 4.17 2.60 
23 3-93 2.89 4.23 2.64 5-29 7.28 3·47 6.31 2.56 
24 4.93 1.63 5·25 4.61 4.86 8.34 7·57 6.07 3.24 
90 
Table 3 
Mean Amplitude of EEG Activity at Each Frequency Component Between 
3 and 24 cps for Subject P. J. 
Condition Rates 
IPS 3.8 4.5 5·3 6.4 9 12.6 15.3 18 22.5 
Com;12onent 
2.06 . 3 l.39 3.84 l.75 l.70 3.10 4.37 2.27 l.08 
4 3·57 5·97 l.6l 3.38 l.39 8.14 7.88 5.08 2.28 
5 6.63 6.51 9·15 3·30 ll.07 5·73 8.28 8.46 8.94 6 4.79 4.27 l.65 2.01 4.85 7.18 2.ll 3.64 3·77 
7 3·39 5·58 2.56 2.80 5.48 5-36 4.36 3.17 4.60 
8 5-30 5.13 .4.00 2 .. 94 8.84 3-75 5.08 5·97 5.20 
9 10.20 6.26 3.56 3.38 7-75 5·89 2.02 8.92 9-89 10 4.36 3-33 3.98 3-03 8.04 6.48 4.00 6.23 6.22 
ll 4.62 2-36 3.36 2 •. 99 10.38 6.88 3.80 3.91 4.73 
12 7-21 5·75 4.33 3.28 10.31 ll.62 2.66 5·57 6.64 
13 7.88 7·65 5.32 2.91 14.61 6.36 5·63 7.89 5.98 
14 9-98 6.94 5·79 4.23 19.15 10.06 3.17 10.27 ll.30 
15 2.61 3·23 3.08 2.46 7·51 6.80 5·89 ·39 .81 16 4.85 3.40 2.60 l.50 5.84 5·78 3.49 4.24 5·93 
17 6.60 5.10 3.16 l.78 6.69 l.76 4.18 6.71 5-76 
18 7·33 7.09 4.97 l.94 7·99 7.54 2-38 7.56 7-05 
19 8.55 6.97 5·69 2.41 12.93 4.45 5-17 ll.7l u.67 
20 5-23 5-19 4.47 3·15 7.12 3.22 4.35 6.28 7.01 
21 3.12 5·38 2.88 2.67 4.72 6.48 3.27 5.21 5.07 
22 5-56 4.65 3.48 2.42 7.51 l.92 2.47 5.88 6.23 
23 6.84 4.80 5.26 3.23 10.97 6.18 2.51 6.06 7.18 
24 8.57 6.82 5-33 l.94 10.18 5.84 3.22 10.05 10.81 
.· 
9l 
Table 4 
Mean Amplitude of EEG Activity at Each Frequency Component Between 
3 and 24 cps for Subject M. F. . 
Condition Rates 
' IPS .4.4 5·5 6.7 7-9 ll l5.4 l8.7 22 27-5 l Co~onent i. 
' 
:_ . 3 2.84 l.58 * 2.84 l.24 l.87 l.98 3-27· 2.33 I t .4 3-9l 2.73 4.20 3.82 2.90 2.28 7.27 3.04 
I 5 9.30 4.92 8.33 3-97 6.35 2.88 ll.l5 7.41 I 
t 6 l.43 l.66 2.94 2.02 2.0l l.02 2.l2 2.57 I 
i 7 2.28 2.03 4.06 4.49 2.98 -99 4.22 l.53 
I 8 3.8l l.85 4.43 3-74 2.94 .Bo l.96 2.53 
J 9 4.96 4.03 5~5B, 6.47 3.64 .85 6.l4 3-03 
" 
lO 4.03 4.04 7.28 4.96 4.3l 2.87 5-52 4.l9 
! ll 3.l2 2.85 3.64 3-57 l.9l l.59 3.4l 3.28 
I l2 4.24 3.34 4.4l 4.38 3.02 2.02 5-92 3-55 l3 5·56 3-25 5-29 3.63 ,3.49 2.47 5-56 4.30 ~ l4 6.95 4.47 6.70 6.40 4.7l 3.l3 9.00 5.46 
• I l5 3.83 2.52 6.75 2.86 2.l7 l.27 3-l3 l.54 I 
' l6 2.53 2.43 3.02 3.05 2.29 l.47 4.57 2.4o 
l7 4.57 2.53 4.06 2.86 l.79 l.76 4.32 2.8l 
I l8 5-79 3-07 4.79 4.52 3·53 l.57 6.04 2.79 ~ 
I l9 6.63 4.29 6.24 6.35 4.34 2.95 7.95 4.05 
20 4.39 4.l7 7.03 3-89 4-35 2.93 6.77 4.67 
~ 2l 2.7l 3.06 3.64 3-l7 l.88 -99 5-65 2.54 22 4.l0 3-05 4.36 3-85 2.54 l.72 5-ll 3.56 f 
• 
23 4.·97 3.74 4.60 4.93 3-56 l.53 6 .• 8o 3-97 ~ 24 5.92 3.83 6 .. ll 5.64 4.76 l.43 8.69 5·37 I * Not judged for this subject. 
I t I 
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Table 5 
Mean Amplitude of EEG Activity at Eac~Frequency Component Between 
3 and 24 cps for Subject M. C. 
Condition Rates 
~ IPS 4 5 6 7-1 10 14 17 20 25 
Co¥1J?onent 
3 4.38 lr9l 2.18 3.82 5-74 3.63 2.54 * 2.90 
4 8.37 3.01 3-34 3-71 7-37 4.00 4.16 4.45 
5 15.09 6.90 10.09 13.02 17.25 12.10 11.06 12.36 
6 1.39 3-32 3-07 5.01 4.44 4.65 1.86 3-35 
7 3-95 3·59 2.62 4.99 5.10 4.03 2.18 3.85 
8 2.91 3-94 3.40 5-93 5-63 5-10 1.78 4.74 
9 4.91 5-15 5-14 7-95 7.86 8.52 2.37 6.61 
10 7-19 7.80 6.86 6.38 2.18 5·57 6.35 7-71 
11 5-11 2.68 2.11 5-12 2.86 10.59 3-52 3-79 
12 5.86 4.70 4.64 3-39 4.07 8.24 3.85 3-38 
13 6.43 '5.42 3-97 7-11 4.57 5.82 3.26 4.38 
14 9.62 5.04 4.90 6.06 7-36 8.23 4.63 4.13 
15 4.01 3-91 4.7,9 9-36 3-47 11.25 3-17 3.68 
·16 3.48 2.59 
-91 4.09 3-52 6.95 3·55 2,93 
·17 1.75 3.84 2.69 3 .. 16 3.64 8.31 3.91 : .1 .•. 5{3 
18 2-75 4.97 3-77 2.18 5·29 6.74 2.93 2 .. 79 
19 5-45 3-99 5·19 7.82 6.82 5.38 2.94 4.46 
20 8.08 8.28 8.24 6.33 7.38 5.80 7.40 8.07 
21 3.31 2.88 3.09 3.61 3.82 5.00 3-17 3·55 
22 5.71 4.16 3.64 7-70 4.36 10.20 3-78 3.18 
23 5.20 6.04 3.85 7·87 5-73 5.91 4.47 4.53 
24 6.27 5-43 4.78 8.50 7-73 8.13 3.83 6.17 
*Not judged for this subject. 
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IDa.b1a~6 
Mean Amplitude of EEG Activity at Each Fre~uency Component Between 
3 and 24 cps for Subject s. S. 
Condition Rates 
IAS 4 5 6 7.1 10 14 17 20 25 
Co:rwonent 
3 3-49 3.17 3.36 2.13 6.53 2.ll 2.14 3-55 4.29 
4 5-21 6.10 3 .. 22 3-55 3-95 4.76 4.29 5.62 5·45 
5 =-J.5~ 7$ 17.16 16.11 10.13 10.80 13.60 15-57 16.04 9·35 6 1.77 2.96 2.85 3.4o 2.68 4.34 3.10 3.10 3-58 
7 2.23 4.49 3.24 3.41 6.38 5-93 4.84 5·93 6.27 8 3-58 6.01 4.56 5.14 7-54 6.60 3-70 6.75 2.72 
9 5.06 6.58 4.96 4.76 6.43 9-71 4.02 8.96 1.74 
10 5-59 2.94 3-13 3-31 8.65 2.79 2.41 2.98 3.74 ll 1.88 1.97 2.23 2.66 3-77 2.28 1.68 3.72 6.48 
12 2-77 1.36 1.66 1.66 3.38 2.70 2.32 3.18 u.8o 
13 3.18 2.15 2.15 2.64 4.69 2.52 2.53 4.14 12.68 
14 4.93 4.39 2.24 4.03 8.92 2.46 3.22 6.01 12.02 
15 4.20 2.98 5-90 2.35 4.08 -1.98 3-77 2.99 6.63 16 1.90 4.29 4.17 3.20 3-13 _4.81 3.12 3-69 6.28 
17 2.15 4.49 4.14 3.20 6.20 5.62 4.04 5.6o 6.20 
18 3-30 4.64 5.41 5-69 7-59 5.61 4.33 7.56 3-23 
19 4.75 6.35 5.18 5-33 6.81 10.00 4.16 10.35 1.24 20 5.26 1.69 2.66 2.67 6.!)9 4.84 2.28 3-55 1.61 
21 1.58 2.34 1•62 
·99 2.03 2.12 2.24 3-49 5.18 22 2.54 1.90 2.'02 1.57 3-58 3.44 2.15 3-07 8.58 
23 .4.16 2.12 2.33 2.35 5-90 2.91 3.01 4.94 ' 8.03 
.24 5.04 5.06 4-75 3-17 4.99 .. 2.33 5.24 7-77 10.17 
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Appendix E 
Computer Program f'or Carying. out FFT analysis on G.E •. 225 Computer 
·• 
'I 
~ . 
........ -- '!"l""'i'\'" ._,..,.·-·-w-l"''l'fl"""!l!i\ v:;; \l<l""""'~.-------~---- .... ~~~ ~.._r""-~""'"""""""'"~-_;;---.... -,.-_,~---~~(1\' lfllll$!!11 '~;"'''"- !!!I! +! •. .. 
·'f.,.· 
I -
~t: 
.. 
1--~~-----------r-----------------~----~~------~~-~-------~~-~-----=~--~----
FORTRAN IV, CD225H6,0Q4, JUL 1967 
'-$-JOB----- -No-c·A-RD-S-~1\folTS_T_._----- --------------.---------------------------------
$FORTRAN 
,---- -c OM!-.fONAl1IT87a-;7311YPfTs, 8 ~a f7A"K~fH7s ~ !fl,Xlr= r a, s, e J ~ R7R 2;"A-;Ntnn, 
I 1N2N1 . ' . 
1 
--- ---- -c·olfM1ll\r -~,r~ 1·ro-,-.,a -.-r~-2-,-n--cL-, -n~-E-c-.1-CN-c-, -cr~o-nr------------ -.-----------------
'C ;· ·c----- -~~ATf,.flTN_E_ -p-r;f(fG_R_A_M_--- ----------------------------- --·------ *- ----------
c ' 
CALL OVRLA Y f41 
CALL INITL . 
, ------no- _5_0_1_;: l~l'i'or'NI ll"Nc---- ----.-----------------------------:-:..-----------
\------ .Y!-1-!._ .9.Y.I~1-f.YJ_1J ___ --,---- __ _:_ ___________ ~ _______________ ----------------
! C A L L 1 N PUT '• I CALL OVRLAY(21 ~- CAUL-~F~F~T~· ~~~~--------------------------------------~----------
\ ________ 9_A1-1-_ ~Jy .R~AYJJJ ________ -- _- -- ~~ ----------------------------------- _._- -·-
I CALL FFTPNT . 
I 50 CONTINUE ! ------CALL- CO-MPL ____ -----------------------------.--- --·----- --- ----------·---
1-------E_.:..c.N=--D _____________________________________ _ 
I 
------------:- -.-:= ::----= ------------------------------------------------------
,, 
l. 
\.0 
--.J 
• l ---- -'--""----- --------- _·_..: ____ -- ----;-~;~;·-.r-;------- --.. ;;. :...:--~- ---.- -·- ---- ;:.._ ---- __ .;._ -----
l ·' ' $ ov_E_R_L -Av-- --------- ----- _,_------ -·----------- ---------------- ~-'""""- --------:- -~--.-:---
$FORT R"A-N 
; s1Ji3f~OUT 1 NE 1 'lPUT · I . 
~ ______ .9=ll_!'111_0_N __ A_I _M_[ _8_, _.? __, _8_1.! _x_I_M_[_8_, l1__,!3_l_1 _A_? _E_(_8__, _8_,_8_l_,_x ~-::_(_8_,_!3 _1 }_)_,3_~ __ ft?_t}_,_:~_N_1_, _____ _ 
t 1N2N1 
\ ., C0t-1MON N,NO,J>J1,:>.J~,IFIL,IHEC,III\JC,ITOTN . . 
l·------ -D-1-;-•.fE.NS-COl·!- -OC=fE-(5-, 6-,-~ff---- ------------------------:--------------------. 
INCL1=1INC .. 1 
·----oo 5o t =1, 8 
_______ o _o _ p_ o __ J _= _1_, _a ______________________________________________ ·- __________ _ 
no 50 K=t,e 
: XRE[l,J.,K):O .. • ; -·--5o -(~-0-N_T_ti,fu·"E-- -r-- --------------------------------------------------------
. DO 60 JJJ=1,INCL1 
, 51 CALL uDT A [ I X ~E • l E::-:O~r::--:l:----------------------------
1 IF. [ I~OF EQ' 1J GO TO 51 . . 
I -------------~J __ J_ -------------------------------------------~-----------( 60 CONTINUE 
: 61 CALL GOTA(IX~E.IEOr) .--
~ ------ -(F- -rTf:cfr:-,-E-Q-,-1-f -G-:'J--T-0--1-0_0 __ -- --------------- ·---- -----------------------
! 
' DO 62 KK=1,8 
~------no 62~=·~1~,~6-------------.---
t DO 62 I 1=1·,5 ·. · 1·- ·-·---:- -xRr:-(lT~ ·:.iJ~ YK"l-=TX~1:11T~ -JJ.I(Kr------- -- ~- -----------------------------
62 CONTINUE 
------ -Rl:"TURN-- ----------------.------------------------------------:- --~----.--
100 WRITE {10,9001 
-·~ ~- 900-F 0 R 1·1 A T J 3 2 l'i·r.H"::;:-;A~C"'H;-;;E"'D""E.-;:;O:-:::F',---,.-_---...T-::-q-;:;-O-uK---:-7N "F"E -:-:-X =-r ....,R;::;EC'=""_-C~O;::-;R~D:::----:l:-------------
GO TO 6! 
------ "i:"ND ------,..-------:-----..,.--------------------------------------- -------; 
_,...... _.,...,. ·- ....... ~,; 
- / 
:- -·----- -~--- __;._------ ~:__:.;.":'.:..:--------..:.----------:;---.:....--- ~ ..::... ..:: --:... =--.: = ... :...- ------------.:----
'ill It,fA R -y- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .-.- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ·- - - - - - - - - -
$OVERLAY • 
-$FORTRA~N~------------~-----------------------------------------------~ 
SUBROUTINE, FF"T 
------ ·co-Mi10I·f -ATf-tl1f~ -a~ 13ll.xTWCH,_, 1f~1rr, -A1iE11C,a, 1n-,-x-R-E-ca-~~~r.-:~-r,-ff,-ff2-,-A-,1ro-N-t-,- -----
1N2N1 J 
·. ------ -C-Ot-1'M01f -N-,-NOI -~1-,1f21 -n:--Ii-, 1-Rf:;(f,-Cirfc-,-JYtffif-- ----------------------------
lc 
-c,----=-s=-cH~l ESSERS .,FF'r-A-~AI:YS IS 
c . }---------------------------------------------------------------------------00 19 JO=l,NO . . i DO 19 J1=1,Nl . . 
l ----------------------------------------------------------------------------; SUMIM=O• , 
! DO 19 K0=1,N2 j SUMRE=O~-~,~~~.----------------------------------~------~--------~ 
! !) 0 2 0 J 2 = 1 , N 2· 
l -------· -------------------------------------------------------------------
' ARG:A*FLOATt£NON1,{J2~1l•NO*tJ1~1l+(J0•1ll•tKO"~)) ~-~ 
I C=COSt~RGJ ' . . . . ! ------ s::·~rrN-lA·RG-2- ------------.------:----------------------- -.-----------"'"- -----
l SUMHE=SUMRE+XRE(J2 1 J1,J0l•C ~--·--s1Fff~' = su1-1 1M+ ltR'-=E,_...t,.:.J:-.,.,2r:,....:;J:-:=,_~,....:;J~o-=J-._."""s=--,----------------------
: 20 CONUNUE 
~-~-----ARE[JO~Jl~Ko]:suM~E-------------------------------------~------------
1 A I 11 [ J 0 , J 1 , K 0 ~ = S U l'·H M ·. · ~ -- -1·9- c:·aNT-lNlfE;-- -----------------------------------------------------------
l . • 
; 00 23 JO~l~NO D0-:23-~K~1-=~1~,uN7t~------------------------~~----~------------------
j DO 23 K0=1,N2 · . . !---------------------------------------------------------------------------· I SUMRE=Oi . · ' SUMJH=Oy .· . : 1 ------ ·oa- -2-4 -J-1=-f:t r-rt- --:-------------------------------------------- --------- -; 
I ARG=A•FLOATl(N0*[~1-1J+[J0"1ll*N2•[K1~1JJ < 
., - ~ ... ~- . . ........ _...,.,.__.~,...--~,....._~~-.,_.,.......__'"t;C!"'_.,.._~...--
~-· 
'-0 
\0· 
-~ 
-... --=-~ :;- "'"'~ = " ~ ~-~ ~~-~='"ci~~~~~~~~~ ~ ~~~~~-~~~~~~- ~£ ~ ... ~:«~'- ~f ?§-·:±:--<!::??~1 
; ..... ~-···-·· 
'· 
. ...;.; 
( 
• ·-- ---- li ·-c = crJ:<5_t_A R--G::-:· J,------------------
, S=SINtARGJ 
---- --~ ·suHR·r:·:-su-M1fE_+_A_R_E-(J-O-,-J-1-,-~-0-J-;c-..-A-CM-(J-O-,-J-1-,-K-O-f•_S_ ---------------
. SUMIM~SUMI~+AIM(JO,Ji,~OJ•G+ARE[JO,J1,K03*S' . 
--- _2_4_ cro-N-TTf~UE ____ - -- ----~-- -------------------------------------
XREtJO,Kl,KO)=SU~HE 
J ·-----5(rM rJU,i{i7r<UT=SlJMCT,J.;;M;.__ __ ~---------~-------
1 23 CONTINUE - _ . 
; ----- -- ·o-iJ- ·21- K2-;:1.-.lro ____ --:--:---------------------------------------
~ 00 27 K1=1,~1 . 
---- -·-- ·n·a- 27-¥o=-i-,ff'2-- -----:------------------.---------------- -;--- -~ 
SUHRE=O~·~--------------------------------------------J. SUMIM=O., 
! no 4 o J o-= 1 , N o · 
:·------ _A_R_G=-A-,.-n:o_A_n-·.r2_N_l_•_r.ro-~-1-f•-cK-2-.a.-rf--- ------------------,-----: 
1 · c::cos·[ARGJ 
. ------- .. --- ·~ ~~-- ·-- --- ----r ---------------------- --·--- ---------- -r..·---· 
· ! S=SINtARGJ . . .,.,_ L 
SUMRE=SUMRE+XREtJU,K1,~0l*C~XIM[JO,K1,KOJ•S· 
-------·soMn~=suHTM'+Xn~ t JO, ;n, xm~r~TJO.Ki#Ko·,-;-s:-:--
40 COtfTINUE 
-------Al~E(1<2IK1~Kol:R2~1>U~R~---~-~----~----------------~------~--: 
. - ---2y· A_I NM_ [ ~~n'nK_!~_K_0_1_=3~!_*_5~J_M_l_M_- --- -----~------- ~ -·~ -~-- ----------:---1. CO T I r,.uE , . . . 
RETURN . I 
·----'l:N D t 
I 
-----------------------------------------------------------------1 ..- ~ _..,... ......... -- .. • - - ~ _.., - ""!"'~~ .. ~ .. _ __....__. 
;~ 
r'rj}' • 
. · ... 
b 
0 
/ 
l -- - .... ------------ ·--- ·------------------ -------------------------. ...:..--
l . . $. o·v E R L_A_Y_ -------------------- --------- ----:-------- - -_------------------------
$FORTRAN 
-----s(H3ROU-rz NE ~ FTPNT 
COMMON AIMf8,8,U],XlM(H 1 8,B],ARE[8,8 1 8l,XHE[8 1 8,S],R,R2,A,NON1, :·----- lN-iNl-------------------- ---------------------------------------- --_----
. COMMON N,NQ,Nl,N2,JFlL 1 1REC,IINC,ITOTN . . . · .. 
.. ------ -P-Iiff,fT- 3-9--------------------------------------------------------------
39 FURl~ AT [ 3 X141< I 2X·2HK?., 2X 2HK11 2X2HK0 I 5X9HAM.PL I TUDE I 8X5HPOW_E:::..R:.....!...] _ __...:. ___ _ 
K2=1 . 
DO 45 K1=1,N1 . . . . . • 
t --------------------------------~-------------------------------------~----1 DO 45 K0=1o~N2- . _ · 
. POwER=ARE[~2.K1,KU]*ARE[K2,K1,KOl+AlMtX2,K!,KOJ*AIM£K2,K1,KUl 
-------AMP:saRTtPOWERJ-----------------------------------------~------------
r-12 =K2.,1 . ~---
M1=K1t-l 
MO·=K0 .. 1 
- . ---- -k-=~\J2-•N1-.-~.ri+1f2_*_M1-+M_o_ ----------------------.----------------------------
PRINT 46,K,M2,Ml,MO,AMP,POWER 
. 4 o-- -- -F1JRtfA·T-[-4-(•f,I((3_X_.t_El2-,-~-l )- -----.------ ~-- -------------- ~- ---------------
45 CONTINUE . 
---·--- w RITtlTo-;-90o 
.. 900 FORMAT [3QHANALYS{S COMPLETE FOR DATA SET /lHll 
·------R~TURN---------------------------------------------------------------. 
I 
• END : 
·--------------------------------~--------------------------------------~---
b --------------------------------------------~------~----~--------~--~· ~ 
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201 
1 
1 
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j 
l 
1 
' ~ 
1 
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•I 
., 
.. 
.. 
.. ~$F 0 R T RAN ------ ---------------------------------- -·-- .. - ----------------------- ~ .. 
S\.JBHOIJTINE SI(F!_ 
-------- C 0 M M 0 N-A!Mnr;-~--;8,-;ATH.: t 8, ·a,a-r;-x R ETA-;-a--,--gT/R7Jnt,A,1:f01Jl, 
1N2N1 . . 
--- -- cuMt-fal'.r 1f,1~ll-,_-:-.. a-, ·w2-, -cn-L-, Tt:r[:-c-, -n~~.rc-,-cr-oTN"------------------- -·--------- ·-
c 
. "C-- --- -:-.. ~S.~ rp- TD-- IHE- -81:-Gl\Jlfi-XG- n~E- -r·!J -BEGTf.f 1)Ko-c-,-- ~- ·---------::------= .----:-------
c 
-----IR""E_C_S = I R FC 
IFILE=IFIL,.1 
------ -i-RE:c=-I"R1rc.-cc~c--- ------------- ---------_- ------------------------------
tF tJfiLEl 15,1?.4 
~----------------------------~-----------------------------~--------~------
c SKIP TO THE COR~ECT flhE 
c-
4 CONTINUE . 
--- ---no- i o- -t-=1-,-rr-rt_E_---- ---------.------------------:----------- -:-• ------:------
DO 5 J=1,1000 - . - . 
-------·cAll- ?fK-(P-(I1:-oJ.·_f ___ ---------- ------~--- ---------:----------------------
IF ( U:Oft 5·5~1il 
--- - 5---C-ON T fl\f E - .......... 
10 CONTINUE . . 
-- - 1-5- ·c(.fr:.fr-IT>!UE ___ -------- -_---- -- --------·---- -------------:------ ... ------------
c 
·c---- --GET- IHF (;1)RTfEC;T1H:c-CJnf lfrT1HW.I1-fE-F'-ll1: ____ - ~--------- ------ -·---·- -----
c 
r F [ nrEcT2 5 , 2 5-, 2 o 
, 20 DO 23 J::1.,JREC ; ----- --cAu.:· ·sr(ffi"(11:o·~~J--------- ----------------------------------------------
IF [ IEOFl 23,23~30 . ·, 
--- 23- ·c·oN-TlT~UF-- ______ ..: ____ ----------------------.--------------- ---~~-----. 
25 RETURN . . . 
. ---· --3 o ·rRrNr--lnro . 
900 FORMAT t2~4E~ROR ~N NO REcORDS IN F.ILE l . 
------ -R-E-TljRT~---- -.---------------.-------------- __________ .._ __ -------------- --:-· 
b 
VJ 
F. NO 
,.... ---- -;;;r-- ---------------------- -----~--·---- ·---- -w-=~=-'7" ::-:---:-------: """':. .... -:~.::=-:-- --:--~ "":.':"'"':""'""':_--
-=-_....._- =-----...'::!"-=- - ~ 
~~. 
'· 
. . 
,~----~--~~-----~-------~-----------~-------~---~~-~~~-----------~~----~----
SDVERLAy----------------------------------------------~------------~--~~-~-
I $fORTRAN . ~ 
'--- ---~tJ8iHYvi 11\tet'll Tt -
I c 0.1:1110 N A I I~ [ 13 • 8 ,. 8 ) • X 1 "" ( 6 ·, 8 ; 8 l ' A R E ( 13 I 8 ' 8 1 I X H = [ 8 I B , " l , R , R 2 ' A • ·~ Q N :t I I· -- - .. -1 N.2_N_l_ - - - - ----- --- ----- -- --- ------ ------------- --------- --------------
! . 
I c 0 M M 0 N N , N 0 ' 'Jl , N 2 ' l ~ [ L I I R E c I I [N c , IT 0 Tt~ ;--- ---R~Ab-9oo~N~NO~N1~N2--------------------------------------~~----------. 
9u0 FORMAT [413.~)~~~~·~------------------------------------~------
- .. ---P~rfr\iT 901, N-, ~o ,,ra • N2 . 
l 
i. 
l 901 fORMAT (4H~ = , IJ/5HNO = ~ t3/5HN1 :; i3/?H\l2 = " I3J · . j--------------------------------------------------------------·-------------1 c . . 
i C PAUS~ TO M OUNT TAPE ON 4 . -
.,.- - ...._ - - - -- - - - - - - - -- --- - - --- --- - -·- - --- -_.; - - --- - - -- - - - - - - -- - - - - - - -- ---- -- --- ----; c . . 
; c . , 
·-c·--n~TI"l'A'Cl Z E V 1\ LUEs uSED 11'1 F' F 
c . 
------ R-=-1-,-,-FLOA-T-(N_J __ -------- -·-.---.------,...--- ------------:;---- --------------
. R2=2,•R- · · . ., · i ------ -A-=-,.-2-,-*-3_1_1_4_1-~:)<;-2-7-,.-R-- ------- -------:----'--- -------------------- ..,. __ - -------
l NON1=NO•N1 -------N~N~=N2~*~1~~--------------------------------------------·-----------
4 
\ 
.. 
- ,.-.----- .,......•~ ~ .... _,_ _ ....,....., .... - -- No-
--~.---~-..--,.._.. _____ ___.._......., _____ ~-~-~-- -· 
.. 
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